Skip Pizzi Is Back

San Diego Style

The new year marks the return of afamiliar
name to the pages of Radio World.

Clear Channel nears completion
on an 11- station build-out.
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SALT LAKE CITY The possibility of aterrorist attack, however remote, is forcing some news organizations to reevaluate their coverage plans and allocate more
resources to covering the 2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Late City.
Programmers say the Winter Olympics, set to begin Feb. 8, have become as
much anews story as asporting event in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 tragedy. They

Moving beyond delays
Sirius and rival XM Satellite Radio are
starting their services later than originally
planned. Sirius had hoped to be operational by the end of 2000 and XM in the
second quarter of 2001.
Sirius' delayed start until this year
meant XM has been the only company
providing satellite-delivered subscription
digital radio for several months.
In 2001, Sirius had satellites in orbit
and completed studios. But it encountered chipset delivery delays that affected
the availability of receivers on store
shelves. Company co-founder and Chief
Executive Officer David Margolese
See CLAYTON, page 6

Pacific AirWave Analog
The Pacific AirWave is afull-featured broadcast console with
the no-nonsense, no-compromise quality that's become
Harris' trademark. Plus, it has ahost of key features that
competitive consoles just can't match — especially at this
price! We didn't cut any corners for this special, however
sale prices are valid until 3/31/02 and not valid with other
offers. Call Harris today to get yours!
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V You, too, can listen in on
Uncle Sam.

NEW YORK Sirius Satellite Radio
hopes to jump-start its launch and begin
offering its satellite-delivered digital radio
subscription service this year.
With a new chief executive officer in
place, company officials are focused on a
product rollout planned on Feb. 14 in
three initial markets: Houston, Denver and
Phoenix.

1-800-622-0022 • www.broadcast.harris.com

AirWave 12 channel mainframe with 8 module:

$5249

AirWave 12 channel mainframe with 12 module:

$6849

AirWave 20 channel mainframe with 12 module:

$6949

AirWave 20 channel mainframe with 18 module:

$9369
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Expect Heavier
Security at CES
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association plans security changes
to its Consumer Electronics Show Jan. 811 in Las Vegas in light of the terrorist
attacks.
Attendees, exhibitors and speakers
will need personal and business identification to obtain show badges. Public and
private security will have an increased
presence on site and bags will be
searched. Attendees are encouraged to
leave their bags in their hotels.
Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates

kicks off events Monday Jan. 7 with a
pre-show keynote at 6:30 p.m.
In the weeks leading up to the show,
domestic and international pre-registration was on par with the last two conventions, CEA said. Both of those shows had
more than 110,000 attendees.
Many U.S. buyers who cancelled trips
to Asia this fall are relying more heavily
on CES to make 2002 buying decisions,
the association believes.
With the expansion of the South Hall
in the Las Vegas Convention Center, the
2002 CES will house nearly 1.2 million
square feet of exhibit space. CES will be
the first show to use the new hall.
To register, go to www.CESweb.org.
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$16,000 Due for
EAS, Tower
Violations
WASHINGTON Barnstable Broadcasting owed the U.S. Treasury $ 16,000
by Jan. 4for EAS and tower violations.
Barnstable did not dispute the fine,
levied by the FCC for Des Moines, Iowa,
FM stations KGGO and KJJY.
The commission stated in the
Forfeiture Order that the company failed
to determine why the stations were not
receiving EAS tests and did not keep a
log of the missed tests, maintain tower
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TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
Easy to INSTALL

Easy to A FFORD!

•machine-tapped rack rails
•built-in top and bottom ventilation
•removable doors
•punchblock enclosure available
•compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
•available with type 66 or KroneTM blocks

lighting or notify the FAA when the tower lights were out.
Barnstable has since sold the stations
to Wilks Broadcasting and disputes the
commission's view that Barnstable prematurely transferred control of the station
to Wilks under a time-brokerage agreement. Barnstable successfully argued that

•modular design for variety of configurations
•both standup and sitdown heights
•above counter turret accessories
•fast installation
•generous wireways
•built-in levellers

its station manager had a "meaningful
managerial presence" and so the FCC
struck that notation from the record.

FCC Again
Dismisses
Primosphere
WASHINGTON
Now that XM
Satellite Radio has launched and Sirius
Satellite Radio is poised to start its service, one of their original competitors for
S-band spectrum seems finally to have
lost its long quest to overturn the decision
granting XM and Sirius the licenses.
Primosphere Limited Partnership was
one of the four companies bidding. When
the spectrum was awarded to CD Radio
(now Sirius) and American Mobile
Satellite Radio Corp. ( now XM),
Primosphere protested and asked the
FCC to review the decision.
See

NEWSVVATCH,
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Olympic Tech Preps Nearly Complete
Westwood One Inc., holder of the
U.S. radio rights, is preparing to provide more than 550 hours of Olympic
programming to its affiliates and other
radio broadcasters in the United States.
"Westwood One has had the
Olympics for some time," said Conrad
Trautmann, vice president of engineering for Westwood One Radio Network.
The organization will go with a
proven plan when it's time to report
the events of the 2002 Olympic Winter
Games from Salt Lake City beginning
Feb. 8.
No analog
"We're recreating the same facility
that's been used for years, which has
worked well," Trautmann said. "The
only big difference this year is that
we'll have virtually no analog equipment."
In the past, Westwood One has used
reel, cassette and even cartridge tape
systems to gather and distribute audio
for the Olympic game events. This
year, the only analog gear will be some
"just-in-case" cassette decks, according to Trautmann.
The distribution of programming for
the Olympics, radio or television, can
be confusing to the first-time observer.
In the past, host broadcast operations have been a function of the host
country's
Olympic
Organizing
Committee, and usually have been performed by the domestic rights- holder
for an Olympic. event. The host broadcaster would then distribute, for a fee,
programming to each country's rightsholding broadcaster.
Each country has one radio and one
TV rights- holding broadcaster. The
United States' rights- holding broadcasters are NBC for TV and Westwood
One for radio. Had past precedent
been applied, NBC would be this

ming to the United States.
Westwood One technicians, including Mitch Glider, will spend January in
Salt Lake City, constructing and testing Westwood One's facilities. During
the games, Westwood One will have a

complex for use by the technical and
on-air staff.
Non- live audio brought back to
Westwood One's studios at the
International Broadcast Center will be
edited on Metrosource workstations
using Cool Edit software. Westwood is
using Logitek ROC- 10 digital consoles
and an SAS 32000 router at the IBC
location. Most of the microphones in
the field will be EV 635s with SM-7s
at the studio and control room locations for interviews conducted there.
The Metrosource workstations also run
the wire service software.

ming between Salt Lake City and New
York. There will be a total of three
program audio paths to New York and
two return paths to Salt Lake City. A
high-speed Internet connection will be
available at the Westwood One studio

1111111111181111:11:11111111:111111121111111111111111
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by Ted Nahil

Rights vs. non-rights-holders
"The Olympics is the largest sporting event we do and NBC(TV) has
been a pleasure to work with," said
Trautmann. "We have a fantastic crew,
all of whom have years of experience
doing the Olympics. We're excited to
be involved again this year at Salt
Lake City."
Other broadcasters will be present in
Salt Lake City. Although the International Broadcast Center is reserved
for rights- holding broadcasters, nonrights holders will be able to use the
Utah Media Center as a place from
which to work.
ABC Radio has made plans for
space there with ISDN links back to
New York. Scott Iverson, head of the

The Salt Palace will become the main media center during the games.
staff of seasoned engineers and technicians on site including Christopher
Tobin, director of engineering, Wally
Tienken and Ted Schneider.
For radio broadcasting, each venue
at the games is connected to the
International Broadcast Center via a
four- wire circuit. Audio from the
venue is brought back to an editing
station or studio, and cue and IFB
audio is sent to the venue for the talent
located there.

ISB is constructing

See TECHINICAL, page 7
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Broadcast Center in Salt Lake City, from which
radio and TV programming will be distributed

CALL S.C.M.S., INC.

to the world.

year's host broadcaster.
The Salt Lake Olympic Organizing
Committee (SLOC) deviated from past
procedure and selected an independent
company, ISB(TV), Salt Lake City, as
the host broadcaster. ISB is constructing the International Broadcast Center
at the Salt Palace Convention Center in
Salt Lake City. From this central point,
radio and TV programming will be distributed to the world as the 2002
Olympic games.
NBC's main broadcast facilities are
located at the International Broadcast
Center. Within the NBC floor space,
Westwood One is constructing three
studios and five editing workstation
areas, occupying 1,500 square feet.
From this central location, Westwood
One will distribute the radio program-

Field reporters and talent will use
Marantz MD recorders for interviews
and wrap- around audio. Each venue
has an area, called the "mixed zone,"
where media can interview athletes
after an event.
Live audio events like ice hockey,
ice skating, speed skating, luge and
some skiing events, which Westwood
One plans to air in real time, will be
sent back to the IBC. There, using one
of the three studios constructed, that
audio will be produced and sent back
to New York for distribution. All live
programming will originate from Salt
Lake City, with New York functioning
as abackup for commercial insertion.
Westwood One will use Intraplex Tl
equipment with MPEG cards, and an
ISDN backup, to move this program-
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Skip Pizzi Returns to Radio World
With the advent of the new year, I'm
absolutely delighted to welcome Skip Pizzi
back to the pages of your newspaper.
Starting next issue, Skip's column will
appear in alternating issues of Radio
World. He also will write product reviews,
news analysis and other stories from his
unique perspective as an expert on the
radio, television and new media industries.

Skip Pizzi
Skip's name is known throughout the
radio engineering and technical community. He has written for broadcast, mediaproduction and computer industry trade
publications since the early 1980s, and he
spent 13 years at National Public Radio, in
various technical production and management positions, where he contributed to
numerous award-winning radio programs.
Skip authored the book "Digital Radio
Basics" in 1992 and serves on the
Distribution/Interconnection (
DI!) committee of the NPR board of directors. He is the
former technical editor of Broadcast
Engineering magazine and former editor-inchief and contributing editor for BE Radio.
These days, his full-time job is manager
of television standards and regulatory
affairs for Microsoft Corp., aposition in
which he represents Microsoft in digital
TV standards organizations around the
world. He is secretary to the Applications
Subcommittee of the Advanced Television
Systems Committee, the standards organi-

zation for U.S. digital TV, and he chairs the
Working Group on Content Rights
Management and Protection of the TV
Anytime Forum, astandards body for the
personal video recorder environment.
Skip is amember of the board of the
Advanced Authoring Format Association,
which is creating amultimedia authoring
and file-exchange standard. He's also
something of aRenaissance man, having
studied electrical engineering, international
economics and fine arts at Georgetown
University. He is amember of the AES,
SMPTE and the SBE and aformer chair of
the D.C. Chapter of the AES. He received
the Public Radio Regional Organizations'
PRRO Award and the AES Board of
Governors Award.
Iconsider it my job to build the best publication possible at Radio World. Skip Pizzi
is avisionary, one of the finest columnists in
our industry. To have his byline in our pages
once again, along with such outstanding
engineering contributors as John Bisset,
Tom McGinley, Cris Alexander, Al Peterson
and many others, is part of that effort.
Welcome, Skip.

From the Editor

* * *
The executive director of the SBE tells
me that the society's relief fund for the
families of six broadcast technicians killed
in the terrorism attacks has "gone beyond
what any of us imagined."
Including alarge matching gift, the fund
totals more than $ 165,000, according to
John Poray. He said contributions were
still arriving months after the attacks.
To make acontribution to the SBE
Relief Fund for families of broadcast technicians and engineers lost at the World
Trade Center disaster, make acheck
payable to Ennes Trust and mail it to: SBE,
9247 N. Meridian Street, Suite 305,
Indianapolis, IN 46260. Attn: Broadcast
Engineer Relief Fund.
Thanks to all who have already contributed.
* * *
If you are headed to the big Consumer
Electrics Show this week in Las Vegas, be
sure to include the session "It's All Digital:
Riding the Waves of aNew Radio

Paul J. McLane
Landscape" on your dance card.
Radio World News Editor and
Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson
will moderate the one-hour session on
Tuesday, Jan. 8, at 10:30 a.m.
Digital radio, including satellite and
IBOC, represents the biggest change to
radio since FM. The panel will include
representatives of XM Satellite, Sirius
Satellite, Ibiquity Digital, Visteon —
which supplies receivers and components
to automakers — and General Motors'
OnStar.

* * *
Over the past 12 months, Radio World has given away $48,000 in
radio and audio prizes in our Silver Sweepstakes. Thank you for
helping us to celebrate the 25th anniversary of IMAS Publishing
and RW's own 25th birthday next summer.
Michael L. Hays, owner of TwangCast Internet Radio in Orange,
Va., is the winner of aDigigram VX222 sound card.
Digigram cards are found in computer-assisted radio
products from respected applications developers.
The VX222 is designed to work with favorite
PC and Mac applications. There
is also alaptop version,
the VXpocket v2.
This high-quality sound
card includes balanced analog
inputs and outputs with 24-bit converters, as well as digital I/O in
AFS/EBU or S/PDIF formats. The
VX222 operates under Microsoft's WAVE
protocol, ASIO2 or the Mac OS Sound
Manager. Retail value: $549.
Thanks to all the companies that contributed prizes for our sweepstakes.
For alist of the winners, visit www.rwonline.com/sweepeindex.html.

New this year is Radio World's
"Readers' Choice" Awards, in which you,
the reader, can vote for industry products
that work best for you. The results will be
announced in April.
This is acomplement to our popular
'Cool Stuff' Awards, in which industry
judges pick their favorite product introductions. The "Readers' Choice" program lets
you vote for your own favorite new products.
To submit your ballot, simply visit
www.rwonline.com and click on the logo.
Your name also will be entered automatically into our Readers' Choice
Sweepstakes contest. We will select 26
winners in 26 random drawings for great
prizes, announced in every issue of RW
this year.
This is afresh sweepstakes, not acontinuation of last year's; so Iencourage you
to head over to our Web site and put your
name in now.

Which Transmitter Control System is Right for You?
ARC- 16

•Front Panel Display
•Site- to-Site Control
• 16 - 64 Channels

Burk is proud to add the
GSC3000 & VRC2500 to our

•Studio Control with Flexible
Communications

•85 Sites
•8 - 256 Channels / Site
•Built-in Macros

product line, giving you more
choices with our continued high
level of support.
me
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VRC2500
•Single Site Solution
• 16 Channels
•Built-in Macros
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Phone: 1-800-255-8090
Email: sales@burk.com
www.burk.com

IBOC

Q&A

Digital Delay
This is one in aseries in which Ibiquity
Digital Corp. answers questions about how
to implement in-band, on-channel digital
audio broadcasting. Broadcast Technology
Manager Jeff Detweiler answers here.
Q: How much delay is added by an IBOC
system? One of my stations is running in
delay, the other is not. What will be the
impact on both if Itransition them to digital broadcasting?
A: There is no noticeable impact to stations already operating in delay.
However, for stations not currently operating in delay, you will likely need to
make monitoring changes because a
delay of about 7 seconds is added when
transmitting an IBOC digital signal.
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Buffering and processing delays exist
in any digital transmission system. Once
the delay reaches the 15- to 20-millisecond range, depending on the person, certain on- air talent could have problems
with monitoring off the air. Longer delays
make off-air cueing difficult for remote
broadcasts, including aircraft-based traffic reports.
Increasing the number of digitally
processed stages in the audio path adds to
the signal latency. Digital studio-to-transmitter link and audio processors have
brought many stations to the 15- to 20millisecond range of delay already.
Knowing that delay in digital systems
is unavoidable but easily remedied,
Ibiquity selected a buffer of 4.5 seconds
to optimize system performance and provide coverage comparable to analog. The
present version of in-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting technology
also introduces 2.5 seconds of processing
delay for atotal of 7seconds of delay.
Delay is not a phenomenon new to
broadcasters; live call-in talk shows with
profanity delay have worked around the
issues for years. For most monitoring
applications, a "pre-delay" feed (direct
from the broadcast console) will satisfactorily meet the station's needs. Adding a
side-chain audio processor will satisfy
on-air talent's specific monitoring needs.
Remote broadcast and traffic reports in
the IBOC world will also require asimilar pre-delay feed. Pre-delay feeds can be
provided in anumber of ways including:
• Cellular or wired telephone service into
an auto answer coupler, which is fed with
pre-delay audio for on-air cues,
• ISDN phone lines used to send predelay program cues back down the ISDN
line to the remote site, or
• Analog SCA channels used to send
real-time program cues. Installing SCA
receivers in the traffic aircraft or mobile
studios creates a real-time IFB link for
cueing remote broadcast talent. This
method proved very effective during
IBOC field tests.
With planning and attention to the
unique needs of the air talent, broadcasters can adapt easily to the changing monitoring requirements of the industry's
transition to IBOC digital broadcasting.
Send your IBOC questions to
radioworld@imaspub.com. RW welcomes
other points of view.
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Continued from page 2

The agency dismissed Primosphere's
application in 1997 because the company
was an unsuccessful bidder in the auction
and there were no remaining SDARS
licenses available. Primosphere said that
dismissal was premature.
The commission has reaffirmed its
1997 order granting SDARS licenses to
CD Radio and AMRC, making
Primosphere's application moot.

% of Local Commercial Stations that
are Standalones or in Local Duopolies
by Market Size Grouping
35% 28.5%

30% -

279%

25.6%

25% 20% 15% -

XM Funded

10% -

Through 04, 2002
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio
says it is well-financed to operate into the
fourth quarter of this new year.
XM has placed 10 million shares of its
common stock in apublic offering underwritten by Morgan Stanley. Gross proceeds of $ 112.5 million were to go to
XM. The satellite radio company has
granted the underwriter an option to purchase an additional 1.5 million shares of
common stock. The offering was expected to close in mid-December 2001.
Also, XM has closed a $66 million
funding package with Boeing that was
made public in October. The financing
package included $ 35 million in new
debt financing with Boeing Capital
Services Corp. and $ 31 million in
restructured obligations with Boeing
Satellite Systems International Inc.
XM President and CEO Hugh Panero
said, "With these financings representing
$147.5 million in new funding, XM is
well-positioned to operate its business
into the fourth quarter of 2002."
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0%
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Mkts. 11-25

Mkts. 26-50

Mkts. 51-100
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E % as Standalones • % in Duopolies
Source:

dIBA Media Access Pros Database. Research and Planning Dept.. National Association of Broadcasters

NAB said the figures show that more than 40 percent of the
nation's commercial stations are either standalones or duopolies.
markets. An additional 1,064 stations, or
16.6 percent, are part of a two- station
group within the market, called aduopoly.
NAB said the figures show that more
than 40 percent of the nation's commercial stations are either standalones or
duopolies. In 1999, that figure was 50
percent, said NAB. Yet, "It remains the
case that a large number of stations in

e

Arbitron markets are ' independent voices,' in that they represent the only radio
outlet, or one of two radio outlets, controlled by the same owner in the local
market they service," stated NAB.
Reply comments on cross ownership
and the related waiver policy, MM
Dockets 01-235 and 96-197 respectively,
are due Jan. 7.

N
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DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

Etot Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey of,tout
(856) 467-8000 voice ( 856) 467-3044 fax wvAv.radiosystems.com

SMART CHOICE
NAB to FCC: Ban

INCREDIBLE SPECIFICATIONS
A DA should be seen — not heard. That's why Radio Systems' DAs have the lowest
noise and distortion and highest crosswalk and headroom specifications of
any DA in the industry.

Cross-Ownership
Ban
WASHINGTON NAB believes the
restriction that prohibits joint ownership
of newspapers and broadcast stations in
one market needs to be eliminated.
In amore than 60-page filing submitted to the commission, NAB stated,
"Since the early 1940s, the commission
has tried to identify specific abuses or
concrete problems presented by newspaper ownership of broadcast outlets.
"Despite this effort spanning decades,"
continued NAB, the FCC has "consistently failed to establish the existence of
any competitive or other harms caused
arising from newspaper/broadcast crossownership."
NAB provided the FCC with ownership information on all 286 radio markets
measured by Arbitron using adatabase
from Broadcast Investment Analysts.
NAB calculated how many owners are in
each radio metro. In the Arbitron New
York Metro, for example, 14 stations are
singly owned, four group owners own
two stations each, three groups owners
own three stations each and so forth.
Nationally, 1,510 stations are the sole
facility owned by an owner in amarket.
That's 23.6 percent of the 6,403 commercial stations operating in the 286 Arbitron

ULTRA DEPENDABLE
Set- em and forget- em. Radio Systems' DAs don't drift and have very low
failure rates due to their use of high current output devices and conservatively
rated power supplies.

THE RIGHT STANDARDS
Our DAs feature balanced bridging inputs and ultra- low impedance, electronically
balanced outputs so they are transparent anywhere in your audio chain.

REAR PANEL CONNECTIVITY
Installation and trouble shooting is abreeze with our DA 4x4's rear panel
quick- install connectors. Twenty 3- pin removable mini barrier strips provide
plug-in connectivity for each channel of input and output.

FULLY CONFIGURABLE
Use the DA-4x4a for 8stereo outputs, or 16 mono outputs, or 2banks of 4stereo
outputs or 4banks of 4mono outputs. Rear panel programming straps make
these different setups easy to configure.

FRONT PANEL CONTROL
This DA lets you know at aglance the status of all audio channels with
audio presence and peak LED indicators for all channels and individual level
sets for all 16 audio outputs.

2 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
If budget is aprimary concern, buy the classic DA16 or DA8models. Thousands of
these models are in use because they still offer great performance and dependability
at agreat low price (but lack front panel indicators and rear removable connectors).
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Clayton
Continued from page I
stepped down in October and is now a
non-executive chairman.
Sirius has picked consumer electronics
veteran Joseph Clayton, 52, as its new
chief executive officer. He has been
involved with product launches for
Thomson Multimedia's RCA, ProScan
and GE brands of consumer electronics.
Clayton helped develop and launch consumer equipment for satellite-to-home
television service DirecTV. He's also a
former chairman of the Consumer
Electronics Association.
Clayton spoke with Radio World News
Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie
Stimson about the challenges of the Sirius
rollout.
KW: You were involved with the launch of
DirecTV as executive vice president of
marketing and sales for the Americas and
Asia for Thomson Multimedia. Are there
similarities between that launch and this
one?
Clayton: In 1994 we launched the hardware, the RCA brand built by Thompson
Electronics. Hughes did the content and
the satellite launch. So it was acombination of the three, along with USSB (U.S.
Satellite Broadcasting), which also had
content. Iexpect alot of the same characteristics to apply....
For example, we went with aregional
rollout for satellite TV. That is exactly
what Sirius will do. We will go in three
phases. The first phase, we've identified
those markets: Denver, Phoenix and
Houston.
At the Consumer Electronics Show
we'll identify phases two and three. ... In
those test markets, we will vary different
types of consumer offers. We will look at
price sensitivity, both on amonthly basis
and on afull-year basis, or even multiple
years. We will also look at different types
of media, whether it's newspaper, broadcast, regional magazines or even billboards....
We'll also look at different creative
approaches to our advertising message.
That's what you do when you do regional rollouts or test markets. We will finetune our message to the buying public as
we launch the balance of the markets in
mid-year.
RW: What's yourfirst order of business?
Clayton: The first thing you always have
to do is understand the strengths and

capabilities of your people, of your
human resources and what gaps you
might have from atechnical or acommercial standpoint. I'm in the process of
doing that.
RW: What changes might we see in the
executive roster?
Clayton: You can assume Iwill probably
be bringing in some people who were
involved in the satellite launch, only
because there won't be much of alearning curve because they've done this
before just as Ihave. I'm not talking
about wholesale changes. Where we have
gaps we will fill.
RW: What kinds of assurances have you
made to Sirius investors?
Clayton: Iam going to drive the shareholder value up, because that's what I'm
paid to do as CEO of the corporation, to
make the maximum use of available
resources....
You build shareholder value by building your asset base and your cash flow. If
you do that, that will drive your share
price; and additional investors, or even

'Maybe
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chips, they all mean the same thing, to
bring the cost down.
We will have aplan to cost reduce both
the receiver and the chipset over the next
several years. We're working on getting
generation one out now, generation two
out yet this year from a sample standpoint, and then generation three the following year, 2003.
RW: Is it possible Sirius might bring its
chipset development in-house given that it
has taken Lucent so long to get it done?
Clayton: Iwon't be specific, but we're
going to do it differently. I'm probably
going to bring in some experts that I've
used in the consumer electronics business
for many years. That doesn't mean that
might not be R&D houses, consultants or
full-time employees. It will probably be a
combination of (all three.)
RW: So, adiffèrent kind of team overlooking chip manufacturing...
Clayton: In retrospect, this was agreat
satellite team, but I'm not going to say we
had the proper resources allocated to the
consumer electronics portion of it.

we underestimated the job that

needed to be done in getting the boxes out:

existing investors, will want to contribute
more money as we ramp up the volume of
this out into 2003, 2004 and beyond.
Our ramp-up will be second-half driven as we roll out in logical phases in the
first half. The ramp up that (XM) will
have in atough economic environment, as
will we, makes it much more difficult
than say, two years ago.
RW: Last year at CES, Sirius said it had
eight chipsets in its receivers, being produced by Agere Systems, formerly the
microelectronics group of Lucent
Technologies. Have you managed to get
that number reduced?
Clayton: Chipset normal connotes multiples. There are eight integrated circuits in
the initial product and four memory chips
too. In any consumer electronic product,
you want to minimize the number of integrated circuits or semi-conductors or

RW: Sirius had the studios done and the
satellites up, but on getting the receiver
product at the other end, that's where the
difficulty came.
Clayton: Imaintain they got the hard part
right, getting satellites up and functioning. Maybe we underestimated the job
that needed to be done in getting the boxes out. There's ateam in place now that
knows how to do that.
RW: You're going to start your rollout in
February, so you'll have receivers out in
the marketplace, in volume, this summer?
Clayton: We will be at critical mass in
the summer to fill in the other markets
that we've missed ... We're going to hit
most of the major metropolitan markets in
the rollout.
RW: Does that give you enough time to
get any receivers in '03 model-year cars?

Joseph P Clayton
Clayton: That will be a challenge. We
have some lined up and will detail more
at CES. Are we going to make all of the
product lines in 2003? No, nor is anybody
else. (
Editor's note: BMW will offer Sirius
radios as an option on some models in
2002 and Porsche plans to offer both
Sirius and XM radios as options in 2003.)
RW: When David Margolese stepped
down as CEO, there were rumors of
Sirius possibly being sold to GM,
CBS/Infinity, XM, etc. Is it possible Sirius
would be on the block?
Clayton: As aCEO, our job is to enhance
shareholder value and if there was to be
something that would significantly
increase or enhance or maximize the value of the company, we have afiduciary
responsibility to consider that. But Idon't
believe that's avery likely scenario at this
particular point in time.
RW: In relation to your launch in
February in those three markets, is network radio still apossibility as part of
your advertising? Some radio groups are
rejecting those ads.
Clayton: Ican tell you I've already lived
through that. You know, when Ilaunched
satellite TV, CBS wouldn't run my spots
and we were the sponsors of the NCAA
college basketball player of the year. They
wouldn't run my spots. ... It didn't last
very long, and this won't last long either.
RW: What's your favorite channel?
Clayton: Ilove the bluegrass station. I'm
from the great commonwealth of
Kentucky.
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Public Service Announcement
'

If you want asmall 15 kHz POTS codec
that can also work on wireless
circuits but only want to pay
$2800, you can wait and buy
the BlueBox in February.

The BlueBox is anew POTS codec from Comrex. This codec delivers the audio
quality of our Matrix and Vector codecs ( 15 kHz on astandard dial-up line)
at the entry-level price of our HotLine, just $2800. It also adds features
such as wireless operation, field upgradability, and acellular hands-free
interface, and remains completely compatible with all our POTS codecs.
Since the HotLine is so popular, we decided to provide a "heads up" in
advance of replacing it. To this end:
1) The BlueBox will begin shipping in February 2002, and the HotLine will
be taken out of production.
2) We'll continue to support the HotLine for many years to come.

Choice A
The BlueBox: $ 2800

3) If you can't wait for the BlueBox, you can buy our remaining HotLines
at the new price of $ 1995 (while supplies last!)

/r
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We at Comrex hope this helps. If you want to talk about the options or try
ademo of any of the Comrex codecs, give us acall at 800-237-1776.
4140u&ilialilr leerivingm 4r .

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA

Choice B
The HotLine:
$1995

Tel: ( 978) 263-1800

*ea
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If you need aPOTS codec today,

if 7kHz is more than enough, or if you just want
save money, you can purchase the HotLine for
$1995. But don't delay, there is limited
stock available.

Fax: ( 978) 635-0401

Email: info@comrex.com
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Technical
Continued from page 3

Media Center, anticipates he'll have alot
of broadcasters looking for space to set
up shop.
"We don't have a ' radio bay' as such,"
Iverson said. "But we're finalizing plans
for high-speed Internet access, ISDN and
telephone service from the Media Center
for broadcasters who may need space."
Who goes?
Many stations around the country are
still deciding whether to send staff, but
the events of Sept. 11, the 1972 attacks
on Israeli athletes at the Munich
Olympics and the bomb blast at the 1996
Atlanta Games are causing news directors to rethink their plans.
For such non-rights-holding stations
that may want reporters or staff to attend,
the Utah Media Center is the place from
which they will operate.

The only

big

Mario Hieb, radio frequency coordinator for the games, said no RF devices will
be permitted in the area unless they have
been registered and certified. All accredited users, rights-holding broadcasters
and National Olympic Committees must
certify their RF equipment at the Main
Media Center or the Olympic Village. All
non-rights-holding broadcasters, nonaccredited users and sponsors must certify their RF equipment at 2451 South 600
West, Salt Lake City. Certification begins
on Jan. 25.
Visiting broadcasters who need frequency coordination should apply on the
Web at www.slocfrequency.com.
No uncertified RF devices will be
allowed within 100 km (
62 miles) of any
Olympic venue once the games start. The
FCC plans to enforce violations strictly
throughout the Olympics. e

The Utah Olympic Oval in Kearns, Utah

mr-

What do you get when you cross
aMatrix with aHotline?

difference this year
is that we'll have
virtually no analog
equipment.

— Conrad Trautmann

KSL(AM), aWestwood One affiliate,
and KSL(TV), an NBC affiliate, both in
Salt Lake City, will benefit from their
affiliations and their proximity to the Salt
Palace Convention Center. They are
located directly across the street from the
main broadcasting facilities.
KSL field reporters can access the
venues, use Sony MD recorders for
audio, edit on ENCO DADpro workstations and provide Salt Lake City listeners
with reports on the games.
"As an affiliate, and the local radio
rights-holder, we have passes for the
entire venue," said Randy Finch, assistant
chief engineer for KSL.

['Lease note
The Matrix with its modular design is
available if you want the ultimate in
flexibility and future-proof ability.
If you need the convenience of an integrated
4channel mixer, the Vector is available.
The Matrix Rackmount is an appropriate
studio version for any of these portable codecs.

The BlueBox:
The audio quality
of the Matrix
at afraction
of the price.
Order yours today!
15 kHz on a single POTS ( Plain Old Telephone Service) Line for $

2800!

Want to save even more $$$? Buy a Hotline for just $1995 while they last!

Comrex Corporation,
Tel: ( 978) 263-1800
On the Web: www.comrex.com

65 Nonset Pat-i,

Acton, MA

Fax: ( 978) 61.5-0401

Toll- free in North America:

01720

USA

# 1101q1d11/11 » WY

Email: info'@comrex.com

(
800) 237-1776

WWW. CO M

rex.com
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Not just sports
"It's paramount we have the people in
position to carry out coverage in the event
anything extraordinary happens. Ihope it's
aboring Olympics from anews point of
view and just the games take center stage:'
Garcia said.
Garcia noted that 2002 is the 30th
anniversary of the Munich Olympic Games

AP photo/Douglas C. Pizac

say the global stage offered by the Olympics
makes it aterrorist target.
News organizations such as ABC Radio,
CBS Radio, National Public Radio,
Associated Press Radio and major-market
radio stations that can afford to send
reporters have spent months preparing.
"Because of the very real possibility of a
major news story breaking out, we will not
only have correspondents on hand to cover
the scheduled sporting events, but also in
place to cover the unexpected," said Chris
Berry, ABC Radio VP of news.
Berry said ABC News Radio will send
correspondents Tim Scheld and Steffan
Tubbs to Salt Lake City to anchor news
reports and update hourly newscasts. ABC

Salt Lake City Mayor Deedee Corradini waves the Olympic flag after
it was presented to her by Juan Antonio Samaranch during the
XVIII Winter Olympics in 1998 in Nagano, Japan. The flag will
fly over Salt Lake City until the end of the 2002 Winter Olympics.
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when Arab commandos
stormed the Olympic
Village and killed 11
members of the Israeli
Olympic team.
The 1996 Atlanta
Summer Games were
also aterrorist target. A
bomb blast in Centennial
Olympic Park killed one
and injured more than
100 people.
"People can recall the
coverage of the Munich
tragedy very vividly. As a
news organization it's
vital that we make preparations not to be caught
short," Garcia said.
National Public Radio
will cover Olympic sporting events and humaninterest stories. NPR will
send reporters Howard
Berkes and Elizabeth
Arnold along with sports
2002 Olympics Paraphernalia
correspondent
Tom
Goldman to Salt Lake. The trio will provide
"We are directly across the street from
what will be called the Olympic Park near
updates for NPR's top-of-the-hour news
downtown," said Rod Arquette, vice presireports and also produce longer stories to air
dent news and programming for KSL.
during regular programming.
Arquette said the Bonneville International
"The goal of our coverage will be to tell
station has atwo-pronged coverage plan for
interesting stories about the athletes and their
countries," said Uri Berliner, sports editor for
the 2002 Winter Olympics.
"We will rely heavily on Westwood One's
National Public Radio.
The events of Sept. 11 certainly brought a coverage for sports and our own news
department for the local impact on Salt Lake
new awareness to safety issues and security
City by hosting such ahuge event," he said.
concerns at the games, Berliner said.
Having the games "domestic" in 2002
KSL's news staff numbers 28, including
anchors, reporters, writers and producers.
should make them easier to cover, said
Arquette said most of the venues for
Wally Hindes, assistant managing editor for
Associated Press Radio. In Sydney. broadsporting events are in Salt Lake City.
However, KSL is planning remote broadcasters faced the challenge of a15-hour time
casts from Park City, Utah, site of giant
difference at the 2000 Summer Olympic
Games.
slalom and snowboarding competitio'ns.
"I think that gave added value to radio
KSL will provide Olympic audio to
coverage in Sydney because we could proBonneville stations nationwide, including
vide real-time updates when television was
WTOP(AM) in Washington.
tape-delaying everything:' Hindes said.
Hindes said AP Radio will provide its
World will watch
affiliates with 60-second "Going for the
"The terrorist attacks transformed this
Gold" updates twice an hour. Mike Gracia
from asporting event to something bigger.
and Jack Briggs will host the programs.
The world will be watching to see our reac"We did not adjust our plans for Olympic
tion," Arquette said.
coverage after Sept. 11. We have always
Westwood One holds the exclusive U.S.
thought that the games transcended sports.
radio broadcast rights to the 2002 Winter
We go about our coverage as if it were any
Olympics in Salt Lake City. It plans to probig news event," he said.
vide more than 544 hours of coverage.
News-talk stations fine-tuned their Salt
Westwood One programming will
Lake City coverage plans in the final weeks
include updates three times per hour and
of December.
exclusive live coverage of ice hockey, ice
Program managers at KIRO(AM) in
skating, speed skating, luge and skiing
Seattle, WBAP(AM) in Dallas and
events. Long-form programming will air
WINS(AM) in New York said they were still
from 10 a.m. to 2p.m. Eastern and again
considering sending reporters. Other stations
from 8p.m. to midnight.
contacted cited the slowing U.S. economy
"We should clear nearly 85 percent of our
and drop in advertising dollars as reasons for
markets for long-form programming, includnot sending news staff to the games. Most
ing Los Angeles," said Larry Michael, vice
said they would rely on their respective netpresident of sports programming at
work's coverage instead.
.Westwood One. "We have seen anoticeable
Peter Casey, director of news and proincrease in the interest level of our affiliates?'
gramming for Infinity's WBZ(AM) in
Westwood One distributes CBS Radio,
Boston, said the news-talk station will draw
CNNRadio, NBC Radio and Fox News
upon the resources of CBS Radio's Olympic
Radio.
coverage and possibly hire several free-lance
Westwood One engineers planned to
reporters to file audio from Salt Lake City.
arrive amonth before the games to build
"I think there is arenewed sense of patriradio studios in the International Broadcast
otism in this country that will generate alot
Center. Howard David, Kevin Wall and John
of interest in the games. I'm sure the security
Sciambi will host Westwood One long-form
angle will be covered in great detail, but I programming.
think once things start, the sporting events
The number of news organizations from
will become the main story," Casey said.
the United States covering the 2002 Winter
Calling itself the "official" radio station
Olympics is expected to increase compared
of the 2002 Winter Olympics, KSL(AM)
to the 1998 Winter Olympic Games in
in Salt Lake City has the advantage of
Nagano, Japan. In all, more than 10,000
having its broadcast facility right in the
broadcast and print media members will
heart of the games.
cover the games.

AP photo/Dous. Pizac

Olympics

Radio has built its primary broadcast position at the media center at the Salt Lake City
Expo Center.
ABC Sports Radio also will be providing
its affiliates with hourly Olympic updates,
Berry said.
CNNRadio will focus its coverage on
both news and sports. The radio network
will send its own people to Salt Lake City,
but it can pull reporters from the cable operation if needed, said Robert Garcia, vice
president of CNNRadio.
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CLEARLY

NOT

FOR

EVERYONE
Your Grandmother is certainly a
very nice lady, but a Porsche

is probably not her ride.
It's the same with prot:t.sssing:
Some people should stick with the

conservative stuff. Give them
something too fast and they just
won't know what to do with it.
Frankly, the new Omnia-6 is
p-obably not for them.

It's just too

potent, too flexible.
On the other hand, maybe you are

the sort who can run

a I'd St

machine.

Who loves thc thrill of smooth
power.

Who revels in the

adrrbiration of others.

www.omniaaudio.com

North America: + 1.216.241.72/5
Europe: + 40 .81.61.42.467

Omnia is used in 4 of 3 leading stations in New York. 2 of the 3 top stations in Los Angeles and 5 of ti of the most listened to stations in the US. Its on the leading stations in Paris,
all of the BBC's

stations in the UK. and the number one stations in Canada. Ireland. Germany, Finland. Australia. India. China. Denmark. and Sweden.
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Listening In on Uncle Sam
With the Right Equipment, You Can Hear
America's Defenders in the Skies Above

come to our shores not from without, but
from within. This time it was the real
thing.
As westbound jetliners began diverting
from their filed flight plans, F-15 Eagles
from Otis Air Force base just north of
Falmouth, Mass., and F-16 Falcons out of
Langley Air Force base Hampton Roads,
Va., headed north and south to intercept
the stray aircraft.
Despite closing at near- supersonic
speeds, the Otis F- 15s were still 70 miles

that someday the emergency may arrive.
Meteorologists who report on the
weather for our nation often compile a
"Bright- Star, Bright- Star, Right Foot
list of top 10 weather days for the year.
on Yellow twenty?"
Bright sun, low humidity and calm
"Bright-Star go ahead."
winds with moderate temperatures fig"Yes sir, request base plus two?"
ure into the mix for making the "best
"Affirm, Toaster will meet you on
days" pick.
Victor. Track two- four- seven west at
Tuesday Sept. 11 was
Wrestling. How soon, Bingo?"
such aday in the north"Plus one-point-five?'
eastern part of the
"Click, click."
United States. Who
After years of listening to conversaamong us could have
tions just like this on my multiband radio
imagined that a day
scanner, I'm still drawn to the excitement
dawning with such
and intrigue of monitoring military airpromise would become
craft transmissions.
the darkest moment in
American history? Only
Puzzle in the sky
ahandful of self-proWhat does it all mean? Who is saying
claimed religious zealots
what to whom? Where are these folks flyAVVACs at work: The Air Force E-3 Airborne Warning
knew what was about to
ing, is this apractice exercise or is something really going on? Are we safe? It's a unfold as the day began. and Control flying command post is distinguished by
its rotating radome, which contains aerial surveilSoon the entire civilized
giant jigsaw puzzle in the sky.
lance radar. This one is at McGuire Air Force Base.
world would be rocked
You can listen in as your U.S. air
by the actions of afew.
forces endure the long hours of constant
north of Manhattan when the second jetMost of us will remember where we
training above the skies of America.
liner hit the World Trade Center.
were
when
we
heard
about
the
attack
on
Usually they are practicing clandestine
Although the F- 16s from Langley
America. For the men and women of our
missions for unseen emergencies and
also arrived too late to prevent the carhomeland defense, all the while knowing
military this wasn't adrill. War had
nage at the Pentagon, once on station,
both groups would patrol the skies
indefinitely. President George W. Bush
issued the unprecedented order to shoot
down any aircraft that further threatened
America. Less than 90 minutes later all
commercial air traffic was on the ground
nationwide.
Commercial airliners across the coun.
4
try were replaced with armed jet fighters,
KC- 10 and KC- 135 tanker aircraft for
•
refueling, as well as E-3 AWACS flying
command posts. The entire military establishment was at highest alert status.
In the New York area, news helicopters
covering the morning traffic were not permitted to return to the air. A no-fly zone
extended around lower Manhattan and the
nation's capital.
Along the East and West Coasts of the
United States, military surveillance
extended miles out to sea as pilots scrutinized everything afloat along our boarders. A boat that came perilously close to
an ocean liner several miles off Atlantic
City, N.J., was buzzed repeatedly by FWhen you've got audio to cut
15s. Upon investigation, the second vesand no time to spare...
sel was identified as aCoast Guard ship.
In the uncertain moments after the
Trust Short/cut 2000 - to get amove on. How fast is it?
attack on America, everything was susYou'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
pect. For those with the capability to
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cut's ten
monitor aircraft transmissions, the chatter
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued- up and ready to go.
was non-stop as the nation and indeed the
world struggled to comprehend the magWe've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
nitude of the crime.
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.
Altitude matters
by Gary Palamara

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."

Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.
Log on

nosysiems.com.
re t.tl
360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361 • Phone ( 818) 991-0360 • Fax (818) 991-1360

Monitoring the military in peacetime
can be afun and interesting pastime.
Listening to radio chatter during warlike
conditions takes on anew perspective.
For those in the news business, monitoring military activity can give us insight
into what is really going on around us.
Commercial aircraft generally operate
within the VHF spectrum, at frequencies
between 108 to 137 MHz. Most typical
police and fire scanners will also cover
this commercial band.
Military aircraft are capable of operat-
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ing within both the VHF and UHF bands.
Because the military are many times within the same airspace as commercial jetliners, its planes have the ability to simulcast
on both the civilian and exclusively military frequencies. Transmissions almost
always use AM as the mode of operation.
Signals within the VHF and UHF spectrum travel in aline-of-sight manner and
generally are limited to the curvature of
the earth, adistance of approximately 20
to 30 miles.
In anewsroom while monitoring local
police and fire frequencies, the occasional
adjacent city transmission might be heard
when conditions permit.
Newcomers to aircraft monitoring
often are surprised as to the long-distance
reception range afforded by airborne
transmissions.
Aircraft are heard over extremely great
distances because of their altitude. As
high as 35,000 to 40,000 feet, aircraft
transmitters cover vast distances.
From my listening post in central New
Jersey it's not unusual to hear aircraft in
flight from Boston to Washington and as
far west as Pittsburgh.
Like any activity, aircraft and military
communication has alanguage all its
own. The more you listen, the more intuitive you will become as to what is really
happening in the skies above you.
Some conversations are routine and
straightforward, but there are times when
security matters. Because aircraft radio
waves cover such vast distances, and with
transmissions plainly within earshot of
millions of ground-based listeners, the
military has two options for clandestine
radio communications.
For total security, the obvious answer
is to encrypt all two-way radio transmissions and make them unavailable to anyone without aneed to know. While the
use of encrypted transmissions by routine
military aircraft has never been officially
confirmed, it's reasonable to assume that
if radio encryption capability doesn't
already exist, it will someday.
Foxtrot /Una Flipper
Totally encrypting all radio transmissions, however, poses aproblem when the
need arises to interface with civilian
ground controllers and other commercial
aircraft.
The second security operation involves
the legendary use of tactical call signs
and codes to evade and confuse those of
us who mean no harm, as well as those
who do.
Coded messages offer the most interest
for the casual radio listener.
"Poker Three Two. Tuna?"
"Go Head, Tuna."
"Heads up, Flipper 88, one- twenty
tracking north east, estimated two zero."
"Roger?'
"Click, click."
Although it sounds like standard
American English, it's difficult to comprehend what is being said and by whom.
Even if you think you know what's going
on, chances are you'll never know for
sure. And that's the idea. Even if you figure out who Tuna is today, chances are
they won't be Tuna tomorrow.
Training and now homeland security
flights are not the only military scanner
action within earshot of anyone on the
ground.
The flagship of the Air Force inventory
is the Boeing 747 commonly known as
Air Force One. Actually there are two
747s. They are called Air Force One only
See LISTENING, page 18

--•
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At Ease... with Radio Systems Millenium Consoles
by
Grady Moates, owner
Loud and Clean

Boston, MA: I'd have to answer the question, "Why have you

softurethane buttons that press conductive pads directly

installed so many Radio Systems consoles?" with the simple

onto gold-plated contacts on the circuit board, with

phrase, " I'm lazy!" My pal, as acontract engineer, is to

well-designed seals to prevent moisture and dust from

specify and install equipment that addresses all the needs of

contaminating the contact area. Lamps have been replaced

an on-air or basic production studio efficiently and inexpen-

with LEDs, which may need to be replaced someday, but I've

sively, while minimizing my time spent, both during and after

never had to replace one. Faders, potentiometers and

installation. The centerpiece of most of my studio designs is a

headphone jacks are lust about the only interface components

Radio Systems console

that operators can stil kill, and they can be replaced in 5

The Radio Systems RS- 12 has been the "easiest to install"
console I've ever worked with, and the new Millenium series
builds on that reputation with unparalleled control surface
reliability.
Planning is abreeze, because you can put any combination of
input levels anywhere on the console, and you never have to
build an attenuation pad. Never. Microphone level inputs, line
level inputs, consumer level inputs and even those pesky

minutes, with the power on, using only an Allen driver and a
nut driver. There are Millenium consoles that were installed
3years ago that I've not had to touch since installation.
Install'em and forgerem, that's what Isay.
Millenium consoles offer excellent audio quality. From Classical
to Rock to Folk to Blues to Oldies to Talk to Foreign Language,
the Millenium console does the job clearly, quietly,
consistently, and inexpensively.

"lower than consumer but higher than mic level" inputs can all

There's one other reason for specifying Radio Systems

be intermixed on any fade- in the console using only gain

consoles, and that's customer satisfaction after installation.

jumpers and plug-in headers to set levels. Remote control is

It's reassuring to see customers with one Radio Systems

equally simple because all basic remote control functions are

console purchasing asecond one. Then athird one. Then a

built into every fader, with sophisticated programming choices

fourth one. In aconversation Ihad just the other day, Rob

just ajumper plug away.

Landry, the Chief Engineer for WCRB/World Classical Network,

Building renovation is easy to accommodate as well. I've
moved complete studios centered around Radio Systems
consoles, breaking them down and rebuilding them in another
room with all functions restored, in 6hours. As amatter of
fact, I've done it twice in the last 3months.

who uses four RS 12's and an RS-18 said to me, " I'm ready to
build new studios at one of our other stations, and Ican't
think of asingle reason to buy anything other than
Radio Systems."
Iguess he's lazy too.

Service is another area where Isave time with Radio Systems
consoles. I've got full access to everything in the console with
aswift lift of the hood. The new Millenium series uses

•
601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-80oo yoke (856) 467-3044 fax vvww.radlosystems.com
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FreePlay Wind-Up Radio Improves
by Charles S. Fitch, RE.
The extraordinary FreePlay radio, which has been
reviewed in these pages before, now is available in arange
of flavors, including the newest model the FreePlay Plus.
The radio is the brainchild of inventor Sir Trevor
Baylis. Watching adocumentary on the HIV plague in
Africa, he realized radio could help in the task of getting
AIDS information to the indigenous population and reinforcing its application for prevention.
He realized that aradio using a windup generator
would work anywhere that people could turn the crank.
The essence of cost-effectiveness, the original FreePlay
had only the windup generator as apower source and a
no-frills receiver. Its target was acitizen of an emerging
nation with very limited funds.

general lighting arena as apower-efficient substitute for
task-level incandescent.
Here in the FP+ we see one of the first applications of
LEDs in this manner. Although the instructions state that
output of the three long-life, rugged LEDs in the "spotlight" is only the equivalent of asingle candlepower, it
will help you locate big objects and keep you from injuring yourself caused by bumping into these big objects.
The radio is the heart of the unit, and in keeping with
the FreePlay keep-it- simple philosophy, tuning is by
knob with amechanically driven pointer on ahorizontal
analog dial.
The wide range of the two shortwave bands means that
the main knob station tuning is critical. The FP+ gets
around this by having a SW-only fine-tuning, "bandspread" knob that seems to be about 50 kHz wide.
The dial is not lighted or fluorescent. You turn on the
light, pull out the head and shine it on the dial if you need
to operate in the dark.

Reception
The AM section has an internal ferrite bar antenna
The wind-up crank provides power.
(rotate receiver for strongest signal) and awhip antenna
for FM and shortwave (rotate antenna for strongest sigwind tightly; the generator ran back smooth and noiseless.
nal). External antennas for FM and SW are just clipped
You can listen and charge at the same time on the 6onto the end of the whip.
volt AC power supply. Make sure whatever supply you
Sensitivity is good to excellent on all bands, but selecselect is well-filtered or you'll hear hum in the backtivity and rejection leaves much to be desired. When we
ground.
tried it, TV stations and 50 kW Class B FMs on nearby
Suggestions for the next version: add an external
Avon Mountain popped up in multiple places, as did coantenna input for at least SW and improve the overload
located WTIC(AM) on the AM dial.
capability.
By clipping our test HP generator's output signal
Iwould love to make the light cord do double duty as a
directly onto the whip, we were able to measure
approximate sensitivity which at midband on SW 1 long-wire SW antenna, because it has that wind-up feature. Most Chinese-made radios use an audio chip that
(5.22 MHz) was 56.2 uV (-72 dBm) and similarly on
provides FM stereo to the headset and Ithink this would
SW 2 ( 11.94 MHz) was 22.4 uV (-80 dBm) for full quiThe FreePlay Plus is shown with its antenna up
be asmall cost improvement.
eting. On FM at 99.3 MHz, full quieting was achieved
and its light nesting inside it on the picnic table.
This is auseful and fun radio for outdoors, isolated
in mono at 70.8 uV (-70 dBm).
locations and emergency use or as adiscussion/conversaBecause no external antenna input is available for the
tion item. For emergencies, one can keep it charged and
AM section, the best testing alternative Icould devise
Since then, new models have been introduced satisfyready to go by just leaving it where the sun shines on the
was to tune in adistant station and then compare this to
ing different needs and amore upscale clientele such as
photocells for afew hours aday.
the
field
intensity
level
for
that
station.
Here
in
Avon,
the trekker, outdoorsman and survivalist.
Buc Fitch writes frequently in Radio World about the
Conn., Rochester station WLGZ at 990 kHz was easy to
The FreePlay Plus has useful enhancements. Most
National Electrical Code.
listen to with an FIM reading QSBing ( varying in
notable is the inclusion of asolar cell as one of three powstrength) between 0.4 and I
er sources.
mV/m as was WTOP from
The FP+ also has NiCad batteries to reservoir the input
Christina in Ghana
Washington at 1500.
power regardless of source. These can be charged by the
My daughter Christina is in the medical school at Yale studying for her masters in
Sound quality from the 4solar cells, the windup generator or an external supply
public health. When the opportunity came to go to Ghana to research the modern
inch speaker and on my
such as aplug-in wall-wart or car charger.
role of the traditional birth attendant, the African version of amidwife, she jumped.
Koss headset seems remarkShe took our Grundig Yachtboy 400 to listen to the BBC and VOA to stay abreast
ably good, especially on SW
In the light
of the world situation. Thanks to agood supply of batteries, shortwave turned out to
where,
for
instance,
An LED "flashlight" powered by the FP+ is another
be her "window to the world." Even some locations with power infrastructure were
Deutsche Welle during the
notable improvement. The flashlight has asix-foot cord
without power for days at atime.
day around 15 MHz soundwith amagnet on the back to provide mounting flexibility.
Fellow Notre Dame graduate Chris Kusak accepted an assignment with the Peace
ed like a local, with warm,
The light is held by the magnet in aside nest near its
Corps to help with an economics project in the great outback of Ghana. Chris tells
pleasing and intelligible tone
separate on/off switch. The user can hold the radio's hanus that although folks in his village have the poles and wires for power, they haven't
and response.
dle, turn on the light and aim it like aregular flashlight.
The solar cells do agreat
had juice for months.
The light head plugs into aDC outlet in the nest, which
Christina and Idecided that Chris needed aFreePlay Plus. We obtained one for
job of charging the NiCads,
makes for easy connection of extender cords in case you
which played at least 4 him and tested it for this review before sending it to Africa.
would want to extend the light or use the unit as a6-volt
Chris has promised to send us apicture of it in use and give us afield report.
hours through a pleasant
power tap for other gear.
When he leaves Africa, the radio will stay in Ghana; he intends to give it to anearby
evening for me listening to
The six-foot cord for the light is niftily inside the light
birth clinic.
Radio Bulgaria, Radio
head in ascheme reminiscent of winding up one of those
Rumania and other sources.
little travelers' shortwave antennas.
The cells are mounted perThe radio receives AM, FM and the most popular secmanently on top at a slight
tion of the SW band, 3to 18 MHz. Although the headset
angle conducive for winjack is wired conveniently as amini stereo to allow the
dow charging. You should
use of stereo headsets, the audio is mono.
however crank it the full 60
FreePlay radios are made in South Africa and, at last
winds if you want to relax
report, GE owns aportion of the firm that makes them.
for any length of time when
Ours was purchased on the Web from C. Crane at
www.ccrane.com. We were lucky enough to discover a the batteries are dead.
The best ideas are the
sale in progress and paid only $99.99 including shipping.
simple ones. The windup
The manufacturer claims a little over 5 pounds in
generator in these FreePlays
weight. Most of that is the sturdy crank spring generator
is abeautiful and near-perand the NiCads. My unit had an integral fixed carrying
fect example of that concept.
handle, needed to stabilize the radio when you crank the
Trevor Bayles deserved to be
windup generator, and was finished in flat black plastic.
knighted just for that.
The warranty is for one year.
The one in this unit
About ayear ago, we published aseries on lighting for
required about 30 seconds of
your radio station as part of our usual NEC column. We
"Dorners' Christina, KB1CRW, and Chris Kusak in Ghana, West Africa
modest, steady torque to
predicted that LEDs soon would make their way into the
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Encore!
The Teos Zephyr is one tough act to follow.
It revolutionized point-to-point audio by combiniing
ISDN with MPEG coding, and quickly became he
#": selling codec worldwide — perhaps the most
successful digital broadcast product ever. So what
will we do for an encore?
Presenting Zephyr Xstream, with innovations like
AAC ( Advanced Audio Coding) for superior fidelity,
a special low- delay mode, and an Ethernet port for
IP audio streaming, remote control and easy
software updates. There's also a rugged portable
vers on with full- featured digital mixing.
And of course Zephyr Xstream includes everything
else ycu'd expect from a Zephyr, like LayerIl ana
Layer- III

coding, ISDN

connectivity, a

simple,

fr erdly user interface, and bulletproof re iability.
Zepnyr Xstream. Sometimes the sequel

is even

better *. han the original.

www.zephyr.con
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Better FM Coverage, Within Reach
Consultants Culver, Markley and Dawson Share
Ideas on Antenna Pattern Studies and Parasitics
by Richard J. Fry
How can you get the most out of
your FM antenna system? To provide
some insight into this subject, three
prominent broadcast consulting firms
were asked to respond to 15 topics
about FM antenna performance. The
first responses were printed in the Nov.
21 and Dec. 5 issues. The next are
shown below, and the rest will follow
in future issues.
The participants are Ben Dawson of

Hatfield & Dawson; Bob Culver of
Lohnes & Culver; and Don Markley of
D.L. Markley & Associates. Note that
any consultant would need specific site
and application information to provide
an accurate recommendation for a given situation.
Topic: Value of pattern studies at
antenna OEM test range:
Culver: Pattern measurements ("studies" is too vague aterm, it could mean

anything) can only be done on a test
range as part of the manufacturing
process.
It could be done after the antenna is
built, in full size, but that is difficult. It
is easier, less costly and used as apattern development tool to make scale
model measurements at about 450 percent of intended frequency.
Pattern measurements cannot be
accurately made at any acceptable cost
by any present method once the antenna is installed on the tower.
That is not to say that it will always
be impossible, but no one has yet to
disclose that they are using a method
that isolates the antenna and its support

'r'

I

;

•

AUDIO \
FROM ANY
ENGINE MAY
BE USED IN
ANY STUDIO

¡UP TO
3CONSOLES
PER ENGINE
WITH BUILT
IN ROUTER

Markley: We recommend that the proposed antenna and tower combination
be checked on arange, either full scale
or modeled. This is the only way to be
able to accurately predict a station's
service area.
Topic: Desirability of using parasitics with anon-D FM antenna:
Dawson: An FM antenna with parasitics is not anon-D antenna.
Culver: Now we get to the real issue.
An omnidirectional ( non- directional)
antenna is one that is inherently
designed to be so. Its native pattern is a
circle, or nearly so, to the point that it
is considered a uniform circle for convenience.

.'"/".•
!

from nearby structures and the terrain.
It can be done, we know how to do it,
but the tools and procedure have not
been integrated yet!
If you want to know what pattern
your antenna will develop, you must
make the pattern measurements on a
good antenna range. Most manufacturers have them.

Pattern
measurements cannot
be accurately made at
any acceptable cost by
any present method
once the antenna is
installed on the tower.

— Bob Culver

;
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REMOTE MIXING
ROUTING AND
MAINTENANCE
FROM ANY
NETWORK PC
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PE RVISOR
PC

—Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need to easily manage all the audio in your facility. Logitek has the
solution The heart of our system is arouter- based digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing, routing and return
feeds your studios require plus awhole lot more Add to this our full line of console control surfaces, router control heads
and PC- based control programs and you will find asolution that is just right for you Why choose between aconsole and a
router when you can have both for the price of one? Call today. 800-213-5870 or visit our website at www logitekaudio com.

Lognek

This includes vertical arrays of inherently omni elements, ignoring their
mounting, and panel arrays of proper
size, mounting and with afeed of proper phase and magnitude to develop a
circular or near circular pattern.
How lumpy can the circle be? Good
question! The FCC has never adopted a
definition of max/min pattern variations for omni antennas.
If you add aparasitic element to the
antenna, it is not an omni. That is just
my working definition and Iknow others disagree. You can do all the pattern
work you want, try all the mounting
configurations such as vertical position,
spacing, angle, tower dimensions, etc.
to see what the effects are and pick the
one that creates the most circular pattern. That is "optimizing the omni pattern" to have the least harm ( nulls in
unwanted areas).
There is a middle ground that does
the same thing, pattern tests as above,
but never getting a pattern without
some significant nulls. In that case the
resulting nulls are oriented to have the
least impact. That is the engineering of
FM antenna omni pattern optimization.
Optimization as understood by the
general manager, however, is different.
It appears that the goal there is to get
See COVERAGE, page 18

Past columns are archived at www.neontine.comereference-room
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Tones to Troubleshoot AM Xmitters
by John Binet
Engineers are perhaps the most
resourceful members at a radio station
— quick to save the station money,
slow on getting kudos from management. It's like it's expected.
Take telephones. You may consider
refurbishing your existing telephone
system, especially if it's the on-air key
system, rather than seek replacement. If
you're planning a telco project, you'll
want to use Lamar Owen's recommendation: Mike Sandman at www.sandman.com.
If it has to do with repair or refurbishing telephone systems, Mike has it.
Sandman.com sells a cleaning kit that
is just incredible, Lamar writes. There's
also a cabling installation video that
will make you bald or balder as you

keep slapping your head telling yourself, "So that's how it's done."
If it deals with phones, this is the
site. Thanks to Lamar Owen of
WGCR(AM) in Brevard, N.C., for
sharing the information.
* * *
Speaking of "how it's done," Ihad to
chuckle when Ivisited with Lewis
Moore at WJNV(FM), Jonesville, Va.
Lewis works for the phone company, so you can expect the wiring will
be done properly. Take a look at the
lace job in Figure 1. Ididn't even
know you could still buy that waxed
lacing twine!
Jonesville isn't the biggest town,
which has its advantages. Consider the
phone book. Because it doesn't weigh a

lot, Lewis was able to mount it on a
cord by the telephone. Handy when you
need it for reference.
The phone also is near the door,
making it easy to step outside if the
transmitter blower is competing with
your voice on a phone call. See
Figure 2.
Once, while checking over a site
where Ihad taken over as chief, I
noticed afull complement of telephone
directories in an old wooden desk
drawer. Iwas impressed at the thoroughness of my predecessor.
However, when Ipulled the books
out to use them, Isaw that they had
become mouse- nesting material. The
mice had crawled into the top of the
closed drawer and chewed through a
good portion of the books. Fortunately,
the tech manuals were in a metal file
cabinet.
Lewis Moore had another piece of
equipment that will make many readers
of this column smile. Figure 3 shows a
3M Wollensak reel-to-reel. It still
works!
Iremember these from seventhgrade
Spanish class: " Hola Isabel, como
estas?" But Ialso ran across them at
many radio stations. Weren't they the
original ENG recorder for news
reporters? Seems Iremember a backpack option.
* * *
The radio- tech page of Broadcast.net
recently had an interesting discussion
on troubleshooting older plate- modulated transmitters.
An engineer was having trouble getting decent modulation and suspected
the audio processor. Not so fast, the
brain trust warned; the processor may

Fig. 1: Wiring at WJNV is worthy of the phone company.

Fig. 2: With the phone mounted
near a door, you can step outside
and talk in a quieter environment.
be fine.
To isolate the processor, Tom
Osenkowsky, an engineering consultant
and RW contributor, suggested feeding
a sine- wave tone into the transmitter
directly, and looking at the modulation
envelope with ascope.
Speaking of resourceful, Tom suggests using the test tone from an Otani
MX5050 reel-to-reel if you lack a tone
oscillator. Be careful about tones from
other sources; they may not be pure
sine waves.
Looking at the modulated waveform will yield useful troubleshooting
information. For example, is the distortion on both the positive and negative peaks? Is the RF drive level normal? Are tube grid voltages normal?
See WORKBENCH page 18
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11 Stations, One San Diego Address
by Paul McLane
Work is continuing on afacility project
that is bringing 11 Clear Channel radio
stations in San Diego under one roof. The
project is aconsolidation of four studio
locations into a single, new 70,000square-foot space, located on Serra Mesa
north of downtown.
The first stations moved into the empty
building shell in February 2001. The facility now houses six FM and four AM stations with 38 studios and control rooms.
Another FM has yet to make the move.

Every Friday
kk

morning you'll
receive the week's
RW NewsBytes
headlines in one
tidy, hyperlinked
e-mail message!
It's afast,
efficient way to
stay informed!
Sign up now at:

http://www.
rwonline.com/
nb-signup.shtml

from the editors of

(Radio World

SAS and Prophet
Managing the project is Kevin
Douglass, director of engineering for
Clear Channel in San Diego, who is
advised by Al Kenyon, the company's vice
president of engineering/technology, and
Steve Davis, VP of engineering/capital.
Yet to be completed are acontrol room,
four production rooms, five news booths
and aperformance studio with control
room.
"We're at least ayear away from being
completely fmished," Douglass said.
Douglass said the facility is home to
AM stations news/talker KOGO; sportsformatted XETRA; talker KSDO and
talk/standards station KPOP, as well as
FM stations alternative XETRA; CHR station ICHTS; oldies KJQY/KJOY; ' 80s format ICMSX; classic rocker KGB; and rock
station KIOZ.
Yet to come is "old school" station
XHRM(FM).
Audio mass storage needs are being
handled by a big-capacity Prophet
Systems NexGen management system.
"Ours is the largest one devoted to

over-the-air radio in the U.S., and the
third-largest in the world:' Douglass said;
the system offers more than 1Terabyte of
storage using acompression ratio of 5.5 to
1. Prophet is adivision of Clear Channel
Communications.
For routing, Clear Channel went with a
Sierra Automated Systems SAS 64000
Audio Routing Switcher.

nationally broadcast network talk shows.
These efforts have been distributed over
the air locally, and throughout the nation
via satellite, ISDN, POTS codec, and probably dial-up telco coupler!'
Even though the plant is currently analog, the studio-to-master control and studio-to-Prophet cabling is Gepco 24-pair
digital. "Analog was chosen for two rea-

Shown is aPR&E AMX console with four SAS CPI-80 panels installed.

sons," Douglass said. "First, no one could
"The configuration selected by Clear
Channel has an exceptionally high packgive me arational, supportable, dollarsaging density: 256x192 mixed mono and
and-cents reason to go digital. There was
stereo channels in only two frames,"
no discernable return on investment for
according to adescription from SAS. "It
our situation here.
supports analog and digital I/0 and can be
"Second, we can maintain and repair
reconfigured to afull stereo system if the
analog. Digital is aboard swap, with the
need arises. The control software allows
attendant cost of maintaining asufficient
adjacent inputs or outputs to be linked as
stock of spare boards:'
stereo pairs and treated as one source or
Most consoles in the San Diego facility
destination!'
are new or refurbished Pacific models,
Douglass said the
including BMX-II, BMX-III, AMX-34,
SAS switcher showed
AMX-14, ABX-26 and Integrity mixers. A
its versatility when
Mackie 8/32 is used in the performance
the stations had to
control room.
cover the events of
PrewirIng
Sept. 11.
"KOGO took the
Transmitters were not part of this prolead locally in report- ject. The FMs use Continental 816s. For
ing the story as it
the AM stations, KOGO has two Gates 5s
developed. During
as the main/alternate main plus an RCA
the predawn hours
BTA-5F backup that Douglass calls "a
here on the West
marvelous old beast!'
Coast, engineers and
XETRA has aDX- 100 and aMWnewspersons were
100C as abackup. KSDO has apair of
awakened and called
Continental 316Fs. KPOP has aHarris
into the station in a Gates 5with an RCA BTA-5T backup.
major effort to stay
Moseley STLs are used, mostly analog
abreast of events as
PCL-606 and 606C models, relocated
they unfolded.
from their previous locations. There is one
"All of Clear
pair of digital SL9003Q Starlinks.
Rancho Santa Fe Technologies, alocal
Channel's San Diego
properties dropped
company, is the wiring contractor. Its staff
their normal propulled and terminated cable throughout
gramming and took
the building, including audio, control,
the KOGO news
video, data and RF.
feed. ... We needed to
New studio furniture was by Harris
do innumerable major
Pacific. "Scott Russell has done an outor minor reconfigurastanding job keeping the job flowing,"
tions of our audio
Douglass said.
plant, sometimes on a
Twenty-one rooms of new furniture
minute- to- minute
were pre-wired at the factory.
basis, to keep up with
"It's still not 'plug and play,' by any
the story.
means, but it does speed things up,"
"The number of Douglass said. "The remaining rooms are
sources and changes
using existing cabinetry we sent out to be
to them has been stagrefurbished to match the new cabinets. You
gering. We have procan't tell the difference, except when the
duced and distributed
bills come in. The savings is staggering!'
spot news; long- and
What has been the toughest part of the
Kevin Douglass works near
short-form program- job?
the main audio cable terminal wall.
ming; and locally and
"Remaining sane," he said.
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ur VLZ PRO Series has
the best RFI rejection

of any compact production

M

eEt the VLZ PR:
Series campad

mixer family...
1642-VLZ PRO

mixers on the market (the
black line on the chart above
is our most popular competitor: the blue line is us).
They also have our superb

16 toral chs.• 4bus w/double-

XDR premium mic preamps

bussed ou .puts • 10 XDR

with specifications that chal-

prenium mic preamps

lenge even $ 2000 achannel

•8mono line level channels
•2hybrid mic/stereo/mono
line level channels • 2stereo/

esoteric outboard preamps:
0.0007% THD. ± 3dB band-

mona line level chs.• 3- bans

width IHz to 192kHz.130dB

Ell w/swept mid • 75Hz

dynamic range. And better

low tut filers on mono chs.

E.I.N. in the typical - 20 to

•4aux seas per channel
•4eereoaux returns with
EFX to Munitor • Control
Room/ Phones source matrix
•60mm lug- taper faders

1604 -VLZ PRO
16 total cls.• 4- bus design

.30dB working range than
other compact mixers (and
many big expensive ones).
XDR mic preamps also
have built-in protection
against damage due to hot

•16 XOR premium mic pr

patching and deliver identi-

amps • 16 mono line level

cal frequency response with

chatnels- 16 channel inserts

any mic/cable impedance

•8direct outs • 3- band

from 50 to 600 ohms.

Ell with swept mid • 75Hz
lowcut filters on all channels
•6aux sr nds per channel

All four VLZ PRO Series
mixers are built like tanks

•
4utereJ aux returns with

to withstand years of abuse.

ED to Monitor • Control

Mil spec fiberglass circuit

Room/ Phones source mar ix

boards. Solid steel chassis.

•61Imm i0g-taper faders

Sealed rotary pots. Built-in

1402 VLZ PRO

power supplies. Wear- resis-

14 total channels • 6XDR

tant faders. Real metal /
4"
1

premium mic preamps

jacks and Neutrik XLRs.

•6mane line level channels
•4stereo line level channels
•Extra PLT 3-4 stereo bus

VLZ PRO mixers are perfect for ad production, live in -

•3banc equalization

studio artist performances.

•75Hz I
3W cut filters on

ENG and remote broadcasts.

mono cls.• 2aux sends per

Equally important to

chcanneh • 2master stereo

stingy GMs, Mackie VLZ Pro

aux returns with ( EX to

compact mixers are astonish-

M) nitoi • Control Room/
Phones source matrix
•60mrr log-taper faders.
•Switchable AFL/PFL

1202 -VLZ" PRO
12 total channels • 4XDR'
ptemium mic preamps

•
4mono line level channels
•Istereo line level chancels
•Extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus
•3bard equalization • T5H:
low cut filters on mono eh.
•2aux sends per channel
•2mater stereo aux returns
vÁth (EX to Monitor • Cantral
Room/Phones source math>
•
Rotary gain controls
•Built-in power supply

ingly inexpensive.
Visit our web site or call
your broadcast equipment
supplier for details on the
VLZ PRO Series.
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Workbench
Continued from page 15

What about clipping on the modulator
tube grids?
If the modulator tubes have gone
soft, before replacing them consider the
drivers. It may be prudent to replace
the tubes in the entire audio section,
not just the modulators.

Coverage
I> Continued from page 14

250 percent of allowed ERP toward
all of the populous areas, especially
that fringe city nearby.
This is where the problem arises.
If you file at the FCC for an omni
antenna, you just specify the vertical
pattern gain, which is easily estimated based on the number and type of
elements and the vertical spacing. It
is approximately 0.5+ per element
for circular polarization (
editor's
note: for one wavelength vertical
spacing of the elements).
If you add any parasitic elements
you have purposefully distorted the
omni pattern and created a DA.
True, you can purposefully distort
the pattern with aselected mounting
of the antenna, but adding parasitics
makes that work obvious to the eye.
Now, if there are no parasitics used
and the CP and license say omni,
regardless of the resulting pattern the
original antenna was omni and it can
still be considered so. The FCC FM
separation rules are based on an effort
to avoid interference but they depend
only on distance separation'. If the
resulting distortion creates alot more
or less ERP in some directions, the
station can cause or receive more than
anticipated interference.
Adding parasitic elements makes
this potential very obvious, you can
see the parasitic elements attached to
the antenna! True, the intent may have
been to "circularize" the pattern, but if
the station is licensed as omni, there is
no requirement to prove it is omni,
there is no limitation on the "lumpiness" of the omni pattern and this presumption of circularity and minimum
separation distances, but with actual
excessive ( or low) ERP can create
cause (or incur) interference.
Markley: There is no reason to use
parasitic elements on a non- directional antenna other than to correct
for significant distortion caused by
the mounting structure.
This can only be done on arange
and must be carefully documented
with before and after patterns to
clearly demonstrate that the omnidirectional characteristics have been
i
mproved.
Otherwise, the FCC will consider
the antenna to be directional and all
calculations regarding ERP change
from using the RMS gain of the
antenna to the peak gain.
Richard Fry is a retired FM
applications engineer with almost
35 years of service with major U.S.
broadcast transmitter and antenna
manufacturers. Reach him via email to rfry@adams.net.

•

Once you've verified that the transmitter is OK, you can investigate the
audio processor. Use the ' scope to verify excessive clipping or flat-topping on
the output of the processor.
* * *
Another engineer complained about
the loss of low end on an AM Optimod
that was installed after sitting idle for a
long time.
Tom McGinley, RW technical advisor and .DOE for the Infinity Seattle
market, writes to say he suspects the
electrolytic capacitors, especially those
used as coupling capacitors in the audio
path, which take out the low end when
they go bad.
When electrolytics sit for along time
without power; they dry up and don't
form the proper capacitance when
charged up again. The result is these
capacitors behave like caps with afraction of their original value.
The solution? You could buy a $49
capacitor tester, but if one cap has
failed, others are probably waiting.
Tom suggests you save your time and
"shotgun" the box, replacing all the
electrolytics, power supply included.
PC mount coupling capacitors can be
found at inexpensive prices from
Digikey or Mouser Electronics.
Rob Meuser adds a caution. When

you " shotgun replace" electrolytics,
keep your replacements only to the electrolytic capacitors. Processors use precision polypropylene capacitors that are
critical to proper filter function.
Aggressive replacement of all capacitors
(including the precision caps) will leave
you with anon-functioning processor.
That said, if you don't have a complete manual to identify the electrolytics, download one from the Orban site

Continued from page 10

when the president is aboard. You can in fact monitor Air Force
One transmissions over the air.
Let me preface this by saying, in all my years of listening to
the radio, never once have Iheard the voice of the president of
the United States on an "open" radio channel. Aboard Air
Force One, the use of encrypted radio transmissions definitely
exists.
An Air Force technician calling "Crown" (the White House)
and using the phrase "Go secure" causes Air Force One transmissions to disappear into arush of digital white noise, the
content of which can only be imagined.
Although you may be blocked from listening to presidential
conversations, there can still be items of interest and even
amusement coming from Air Force One.
Flying White House
Visits to New York City by the president and other members
of the former Clinton administration were routine throughout
most of the 1990s. On one such visit, ahalf-hour discussion

Scanner
Requirements:
Modes: AM, FM, NFM ( narrow FM)
Frequencies: 108 to 136.9750; 137 to 143.9950; 162 to
215.9500; and 216 to 449.9875 MHz.
Notes: The number of programmable channels and speed
of scanning are of less importance than the reception
modes and the bands of operation. If you live near amilitary facility you will undoubtedly find more frequencies.
Specific frequencies are available publicly on the Internet,
in scanner books and in FCC and FAA databases.
Two good Internet sources for scanner frequencies are:
http://maxpages.com/frequencies/National_Scanner_freqs

Other sites may be found on the World Wide Web.

•

Fig. 3: This 3M Wollensak reel-to-reel is still in operation.

Listening

http://www2.acorn.net/lists-ht/scannerlink.html

before you start.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com.

ensued about the First Lady's hairdresser appointments.
Another time the presidential dinner menu was discussed at
great length.
While not being of any real importance, these conversations
do give the listener asense of being clued in to what's happening aboard the "Flying White House."
Whether such openness will continue in these times of
heightened security is anyone's guess.
Most newsrooms have scanner capabilities to listen to
police, fire and EMS. Generally only top-of-the-line units also
have the ability to monitor the VHF and UHF frequencies used
by the military. A list of scanner requirements for monitoring
the military is listed in the sidebar.
While acomplete list of military frequencies is not possible,
the frequencies listed in the box at left are a good starting
point.
In these times of concern, keeping your feet on the ground
while you have one ear to the skies can make you better
informed.
Back in the Cold War days, the old Strategic Air Command
was charged with the task of defending our country against
sudden nuclear attack. For more than 30 years, B-52 bombers
were aloft, defending our air space 24 hours aday, seven days
aweek.
When the Cold War was over, SAC was dismantled and the
constant aerial surveillance ended. The possibility of an airborne attack was thought to be minimal.
Our sense of invulnerability was shattered on Sept. 11.
The heavy bombers of the past have been replaced by moreagile fighter gun ships, refueling tankers and flying command centers.
When aderanged man recently stormed the cockpit of an
eastbound American Airlines jetliner headed for Chicago, Air
Force F- 16s were called on to provide a fighter escort.
Presumably the fighters were in direct communications with
the jumbo jet as well as ground control and an AWACS command post. The American Airlines plane landed safely at
O'Hare.
As far back as the Cuban missile crisis of 1962, the
Strategic Air Command had amotto that still holds true today:
"Sleep tight America, your Air Force is awake." It's comforting
to know they're up there — and to hear them on the radio.
Gary Palamara, AFI US, is aradio amateur and afreelance
audio engineer He began his career with Armed Forces Radio
and has spent three decades in audio and video, working as a
studio and field engineer on events including the Olympics, U.S.
Open Tennis, the NCAA and NBA Finals, and the Miss America
Pageant. He owns aprofessional sound services comparn
Reach him via e-mail to momingstar@monmouth.com.
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KLOTZ DIGITAL's unique VADIS Pllatorm provides the
perfect solution for facilities searching for the,uiltirrate
in digital audio integration. From single studio Duildouts to new mega- facility operations, KLOTZ DIGITAL
provides a cost effective and time saving option to
traditional analog and digital facillity installatiDns,.
Cur secret is behind the scenes. Fiber optic based,
the VADIS Platform integrates adl audio functions,
combining operator tasks, reducing the need fo"

KLOTZ DIGITAL GERMANY

Phone:+49-89-45672-300

KLOTZ DIGITAL FRANCE

Phone:+33-1-48874681

KLOTZ DIGITAL ASIA

Phone:+60-3-5193233

KLOTZ DIGITAL AUSTRALIA

Phone:+61-2-95186795

Integrated platform concept
Fiber optic networking
Any audio source, anywhere

traditional wiring, and paving the way for effortle2s
future expansion. And, the elimination of a ce -ltral
router means distribution of " any audio source anywhere a- any time!"
Compare the costs for yourself. When it comes to
savings, quality and performance...nobody even
comes close. That's why the most sophisticated
and technologically advanced facilities throughout the world choose KLOTZ DIGITAL.

KLOTZ DIGITAL
5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Bldg. 340
Norcross, Georgia 30092
Phone: + 1-678-966-9900
www.klotzdigital.com

-11(1091M
DIGITAL

Loren Olson of LifeTalk Radio has been
using BSI's digital automation for over
2 years...

December 7, 2001

Broadcast Software International
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, Oregon

twee

As a team leader, I've learned to be happy when my team is happy.
When our onair product was suffering under a sub-standard automation
system, we knew a change to something reliable was absolutely critical.
We entered the process of locating such a package with a little bit of fear
and trepidation because you can never be sure of what you're getting
into, until you're into it. We settled on BSI's digital automation system
and have not once regretted that decision. The consistency BSI has
brought to our on-air sound is a200% improvement. Being unmanned
for many hours on weekdays and completely automated on weekends,
we now have the confidence to walk away from the studios knowing that
everything will pro cee das scheduled, in cluding satellite r
ecords and live
feeds.
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I've been particularly impressed with the tech support personnel. One
night we had to reformat the hard drive and reload Windows. BSI's tech
rep was right there with us till 2:30 am, talking as softly as she could so
as not to wake up her sleeping little boy. BSI's products, despite their
potential complexity, are very easy to learn and work within. And coming
from the old radio tradition of manually pushing every button, that's saying
something. But perhaps the greatest benefit is the affordable price.
Small to medium market stations like ours need something we can
reasonably get into. So now my announcers are happy, and my CFO is
happy, which makes me really happy.
oren Olson
irector of Broadcast Operations
feTalk Radio Network

Only $ 1499
including technical
support and upgrades

Price, Power and Performance
More than 5000 broadcastcrs Lse our software in more than 50 nations around the world.
Our $ 1499 Simian includes one year of 365/24/7 tech support and software upgrades.
Simian has amazing features, such as streaming spot substitution, automated online
reqJests and touchscreer compatibility. Runs on Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME and XP.

Broadcast
Software
www.b,siusa.com

888-bsiusal

International

GMJ

Jerry
Lee,
Crime
Fighter
See Page 26

Resource for Business, Programming & Sales
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93KHJ: No Boss Jocks, Just Beaches
by Ken R.
What do you think of when you hear "93KHJ"?
Do you flash back to legendary talents like the Real
Don Steele and Robert W. Morgan? Or Bill Drake's
booming voice announcing "Ladies and gentlemen,
the beat ... goes on."
That was 1965, when " Boss Radio" ruled Los
Angeles airwaves. Thirty-five years later, the "bosses"
have gone to the beaches.
"93KHJ" is the on-air tag of KKHJ(FM) at 93.1 on
the FM dial. However, it is quite adistance from Los
Angeles, both geographically and culturally.

Fuss started to keep an eye open for available frequencies and found one in his dream location: atropical island in the South Pacific. The FCC 301 application for an FM license was filed in 1995 and granted
in 1998.

LAW

The Non-Corn
Auction Conundrum
by Harry F. Cole

Call-letter bingo
Fuss wanted to name his station after the original
KHJ(AM), Los Angeles. He had secured 93.1 MHz on
the FM dial, so he could use that part of the original
"93KHJ" tag line, but his quest for similar call letters
proved complicated.
His first choice was KKHJ(FM), but because the
original station was then assigned KKHJ(AM), Fuss
was denied.
In early 2000, the commission allowed
KICHJ(AM)'s current owners, Liberman Broadcasting
Inc., to take back the station's original KHJ(AM) call
letters. Then the commission granted Fuss his cherished KKHJ(FM).

The late Mark Gerek, KKHfs general manager
and morning man, pictured before his death
with Monica Miller, KKHJ's news director.
This adult contemporary station broadcasts to about
65,000 souls on the Tutuila Island in American Samoa.
About 95 percent of the population of this territory
lives there.
Huh?
How did we get from "Boss" Angeles to the middle
of the ocean?
"Well, you just fly to Honolulu and turn left," said
Larry Fuss, president of South Seas Broadcasting Inc.,
the parent company of 93KHJ. "Pago Pago is about
2,500 miles southwest of the Hawaiian Islands."
About six years ago Fuss was looking out his window
at abig ice storm in Mississippi, where he owns seven
radio stations, and thought, "Wouldn't it be nice to have
aradio station on an island in the South Pacific?"

COLE'S

January 2, 2002

Shown is the view just outside the 93KHJ studios.
Fuss traveled to his island paradise to do a little
research just before the construction permit was
issued. He found the island underdeveloped. In fact
there was so little commerce that Fuss said he had second thoughts about starting aradio station there.
"It was all ' mom-and-pop' businesses and they didn't even have a McDonalds," Fuss said. "But by the
time the CP was granted, Ihad already told my friends
See SAMOA, page 22

Accumulated monthly activity reports from the
Cole's Law Unit for Monitoring Auctions — code
name: "The Thunnans" — showed almost no work
for about two years, so we decided to investigate.
After all, Congress authorized broadcast auctions
back in 1997. The FCC supposedly got the broadcast
auction ball rolling ayear or so later, at which point
boatloads of FM channels were already allotted and
ready to be gaveled-off to the highest bidder.
Why, then, should the Thurmans be sitting around
playing computer solitaire all day, with no broadcast
auctions to monitor?
Yes, the commission did adopt broadcast auction
rules in 1998 and it did hold at least one broadcast
auction ayear later. But that auction was "closed" —
the only bidders eligible were applicants who had
filed for channels years before and whose applications had been caught in the 1994 "freeze" on comparative hearings.
Capitol Hill
What about all the channels that have become
available since the "freeze" was announced?
The answer appears to lie in one and possibly two
court decisions from last summer. If you look at
those decisions, you will find that the answer lies
with Congress.
In enacting legislation authorizing broadcast auctions, Congress took pains to carve out an exemption
for noncommercial applicants. Congress specifically
provided that the competitive bidding process shall
not apply to licenses or permits issued to noncommercial applicants.
Insofar as channels (FM or television) reserved for
noncommercial use are concerned, that exemption
caused no problems. The exemption merely meant
that channels reserved for noncommercial use would
not be auctioned.
(The exemption did create a special problem for
such channels, as it required the commission to
See COLE'S LAW, page 27

For all your audio & audio-for-video needs:

EY BROADCAST co m
800-732-7665
Local Phone: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377 • Address: 7313-G Grove Road, Frederick, MD 21704
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Samoa
Continued from page 21

about this project and Iwas in too deep
to turn back."
There were some advantages to such
an underdeveloped market that Fuss
soon recognized.
"There was only one station on the
air down there, and they played a
hodgepodge block format, which is still
what they do," said Fuss. "We put on a
professional adult contemporary format
which worked out well."
A Samoan named Smitty Lutu asked
Fuss if he needed alocal contact to help
get the station running. Lutu had some
radio experience and Fuss hired him to
help launch the station. Although he no
longer is involved in the day-to-day
operation of KKHJ(FM), Lutu is vice
president of South Seas Broadcasting.
93KHJ began operation on May 1,
2000. Fuss kept expenses down, bracing
for a hard economic start, but was surprised to find more opportunity than he
had imagined.
Island sound
Only being able to afford three station employees, Fuss realized that hiring a full-time air staff was out of the
question. So he turned to aservice provided by ABC Radio Networks in
Dallas called LocalMax.
Texas talent voice-tracks the shows
while the music resides on ahard drive
in Samoa. The announcers cross the

Islanders speak Samoan
Pacific Ocean via the Internet because
among themselves and
Samoa is not within satellite range.
Fuss allowed one exception to voice- English as asecond language
in their business dealings.
tracked talent: the late morning man
Almost everything on the air
and general manager, Mark Gerek.
tends to be in English.
"We had a live local morning show
which was ahuge hit here, but our 45- "93KHJ" has asmall but efficient studio where everyone
year-old morning star met with a scuba
pitches in and does alittle bit
diving accident and died last August,"
Fuss said. "We plan on having a new
of everything.
local morning host very soon."
Double duty
"Our manager doubles as a
morning man, our office girl
sells and we have a newswoman who sells," Fuss said.
"About 90 percent of the
commercials are recorded by
the vocal talent in Dallas with
faxed or Internet- delivered
scripts. The recorded commercials are transferred
directly into the AudioVault
hands-free from 8,000 miles
away in Dallas." AudioVault
is an audio management sysSmitty Lutu helped launch KHJ.
tem made by Broadcast
Electronics.
Until he finds a new morning man,
"We e-mail our voice talFuss will continue to use the ABC voice
ent a lot of local informatracks for all dayparts at KKHJ.
Fuss travels to his island station from
tional talking points so they
sound very local," Fuss said.
his home in Cleveland, Miss., several
The KKFU(FM) antenna is atop Mount Alava,
Unless you plan on taking
times a year, spending a week each
1,620 feet above sea level. Larry Fuss said, it
a Samoan vacation, you'll
time. He still enjoys the local culture
takes all day to get up there and back.'
have to settle for visiting the
that he describes as having a slower
station's
Web
site
at
pace of life.
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
www.khjradio.com. (
It doesn't stream.)
"There is no commercial television
always wanted to be a boss jock. He
and no billboards to siphon off advertisIt's not the old-time top-40 that buffs
had to settle for being ajock, with a
ing dollars," Fuss said. "They just have
will remember, but "93KHJ" is alive
boss.
and well. And the beat ... goes on.
one little newspaper."
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Business Boosters from Grace Broadcast Sales • C4LI TOLL-FREE! 1- 888- GRACE- 88

SellMoBettaFasta.
(GBS Sales Boosters make it ridiculously

JANUARY-FEBRUARY SALES BOOSTERS
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- Pur 'EM TO WORK FOR

YOU!

W INTER SAFETY TIPS - 30 : 60- EEC. ( : 40/ :20) - $299
BLACK HISTORY M ONTH — 28 :
60-SEC. VIGNETTES — $199
VALENTINE'S DAY — 21 :
30-sEc. FEATURES — $ 115
FFA W EEK — 40 :
30- SEC. FEATURES — 5135
Testimonials and Online DEMOS at www.gracebroadcas t. coin

A If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter

BALSYS

via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 STL system offers unsurpassed

T ECHNOLOGY G ROUP. INC.

audio purity in a rock- solid, feature- packed package.
A Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10
system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
A Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field
proven design is a " rock- solid" STL choice for any station.

A

Complete System Under $55
Same Day Shipping
30 Day Money Back Guarantee

7141 Tallowtree Lane
Orlando, FL32835
Te1:407-822-7055
Fax: 407-296-2587
www.balsys.com
sales@balsys.com

www.frankievradioshow.com
Male/female TALENT, send
Demos/resume to:
Fnudde v. radio/to show
do Fast Street Pmductions
POB 293, Lumberton NJ 08048
Programmers/Syndicators call
I -800-784-4279/609-267-2970/718-390-6635
email: faststreet20011@hotmail.com

Promote your services to Radio Worlds readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax:
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com

Analysis - Installation - Support

A TTENTION PROVIDERS!

ARMSTRONG

4835 N. Street •

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST
ENGINEERING SERVICES
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Massive BSW Price
Reduction on Orban 8400's

The World's Best
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$8,995 0°

There's Never Been aBetter Time
to Buy the Popular 8400 Processor

M-5
Studio Monitors
(with purchase)

Loaded with Mctorola's latest DSP chips, the Optimod 8400 comes equipped with more than five times the raw
processing power of it predecessor.This vastly augmented digital ho-sepower enabled Orban engineers to
implement sophisticated new processing algorithms ( seven years in the mal,ing) that extend virtually all
performance pararneters.The 8400 retains many proven OPTIMOD-FM 8200 features, such as the five- band and
two- band processing structures, but with it's supercharged processing power, there is aclearly audible
improvement, namely anoticeably louder and brighter signal, with the smoothness and pristine clarity needed to
hold listeners for extended periods. If you are in the market for an FM processor, take advantage of BSW's
incredibly low price, plus receive apair of Hafler A45 studio monitors. Now that's agreat deal!
8400 List $ 10,700.00

ONLY $8,995.00
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Marantz CD Recorder
with Free CD- RSpindle
You're aprofessional, so buy the best quality
machine.The new Marantz CDR500 CD Recorder/
Duplicator offers stand-alone recording from any
analog or digital scurce while also being able to
perform high speed ( 2x) duplication. A dual playback
mode allows simt-1 .aneous playback of recording and
playback drives tc ; eparate outputs. Balanced XLR and
unbalanced RCA énalog inputs/outputs. BSW is now
including 50 FREE CD- Rs with this recorder. Awesome!
CDR500

List $ 849.00

ONLY $ 675.00

$349®

Our BestSelling Audio Card is
Lower Priced!

,
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CardDeluxe gives you the ability to record up to 24 -

Aunt

bit, 96 kHz audio. Features: +4/-10 balanced/unbalanced
operation; full cuplex; 4channel ope -ation using both
analog and digital I/0s; slaving of rrLltiple CardDeluxes

The R-17 offers hpgh-quality mixing with 211 the n

to asingle sample clock; Windows 95.98 and NT drivers.

compact package. Standard colfigurations come wit

Buy now and save!

Une input modules, master output and control rcon r
lar construction; program, audit:on and cue buses; Mi

CDX01

List $ 595.00

ONLY $ 349.00

cue speaker; studio talkback; god audio switches
rnonito 2.xternal rack m(xInt poirer sup-p
21 W x 17) x6.8 E.'“.1.hocise an AucioF.rti7-

$199"

BSW with 'your console pirchase.Offei expirim

Price Reduction on DBX Voice Processor!

•R17-10

Listii1,3-55.,

R17-6 ! ist13,r.

One of our most popular mic processors now reduced to under $ 200.001 The dbx 286A features astudio
quality mic prearrp with phantom power, compressor limiter, de-esser, high and low-frequency•eq, expander/
gate, balanced mi: and line level inputs, insert jack for utilizing outboard efects, balanced XLR inputs,

SAL E

balanced 1/4" TRS outputs.Take advantage of our sale price and order several.
286A List $ 249.95

ONLY $ 199.00

$299"

Huge Price Reduction on Rode NTB
Looking for away to zip up your announcers and your listeners? The Rode NTB is
definitely your ticket. It offers the warm vocal sound, wide dynamic range a-id exceptional
frequency resporse of acondenser mic at avery attractive price. Switch- controllable red
"ON- AIR" indicator light is areally cool innovative idea to alert air talent tha: the mic is hot.
Internally shock-rrounted capsule eliminates the need for bulky shock mot_ nts and built-in
pop filters eliminee the need for external pop fIters. At $ 299.00, this is anc - brained
NTB

List $ 599.00

ONLY $ 299.00
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BEHRINGEFf

Telephone
Interface to Go

$229"

Gentner Microtel replaces the handset of the

More Bang
for Less Buck!

Packed with quality features and functionality
and at half the cost of most comparable mixers on the market,
the Behringer MX1604A is an excellent choice for budgetminded studios. Features: 12 channel inputs (4mono arad 4
stereo); 4mic preamps with phantom power; 3- band EC.; 2

reti_ rn audio. M'crotel is powered by asingle 9-volt
battery. Applications: portable mixing, studio talkback,
in the field news mixing/telephone feeding, sports

AUX sends and 2stereo AUX returns; +48 Vphantom pcwer;
rugged steel chassis.

MICROTEL1

MX1604A

ONLY $ 229.00

ONLY $ 169.00
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You Need aNew DA!
The Radix DA1600 is aheavy-duty distribution amp
with 8stereo or 16 mono balanced outputs. Front panel

quickly and effortlessly with the distribution amp stil, in
the rack;THD . 01% max @ + 20 dBm out, SNR 90 dB.
DA1600 List $ 520.00

Behringer's new MX61002 10-channel mixing
console, offers the choice of AC or battery power! Perfect for
studio or on- the- road applications, the MXI31002 offers five
mono, four stereo, and aspecial stereo tape return channel.
All stereo channels feature separate gain controls for mic and
line inputs. It also has 3- band EQ on each channel, two aux
sends, and inserts on all mono channels. Add phantom power
and balanced 1/4" TRS and XLR connectors, and you have a
powerful mixing console at agreat price!
MXB1002
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Great low cost headphones for
Itudio or remotes. Lightweight,
with afull enclosure design!
TD6OPKG fpack of 51
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10-Channel Battery'owered Mixer

range of inpLt levels. Features: removable, plug-in
connectors that allow wiring changes to be made

essa-y features of afuli-size:3 orar board in a

top- rate

$388"
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telephone to permit high- quality audio feeding down
the phone line while simultaneously monitoring the

corsole/back-Lp sports console, mic to line driver for
equalized program loops.
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PROCO
Quality, low loss 25 mic cables at
agreat price. Conplete your new
mic package with this 5pack!
M25PKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 49.00

BEHRINGER

5for $ 89"

You'll be pleasantly
surprised at the first rate
sound from these very well
built, very inexpensive mics!
Includes ahard case for each,
and an on/off switch.An
unbelievable deal!
You can also purcha
multi- colored windscr
5- packs for only $ 24.00!
X11/12000SPKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 99.00
WS912PACK

ONLY $ 24.00

;Pe

These dLrable mic
stands also- include amic
adaptor ani cable clips.
An incredible bargain
exclusively from 135W.
M5200PKG ( pack of 5
mic stands.

ONLY $ 89.00
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Jerry Lee Takes On
The Bad Guys
Jerry Lee, who owns the most successful independent station in the
Unites States, WBEB(FM), is turning
his talents to fighting crime.
In October, former Attorney
General Janet Reno and crime- prevention experts convened in Philadelphia
to dedicate the Jerry Lee Center of
Criminology at the University of
Pennsylvania.
The mission of the center is to discover the causes and prevention of
crime and terrorism. It will fund and
conduct research and forums on the
prevention of crime and terrorism.
In addition to its research program,

the Jerry Lee Center offers a multidisciplinary Ph.D. in criminology and
an undergraduate course in the
University of Pennsylvania's Department of Sociology.
Its largest current project is a $ 3.5
million contract with Great Britain to
introduce and test "restorative justice"
for serious adult offenders there.
It also has a $ 2 million contract
from the Department of Justice to
study the decline in violent juvenile
behavior in the United States.
In March, the Jerry Lee Center of
Criminology will bring together the
police departments from Israel, France,

From left: Former Attorney General Janet Reno, Jerry Lee and
Lawrence W. Sherman, director of the Jerry Lee Criminology Center
at the center's dedication ceremony. Oct. 15, 2001. Reno was awarded
the Jerry Lee Prize for Research-Based Federal Crime Prevention.
Germany, Great Britain and Japan for a
conference to learn how they use their
police departments in the front line in
the fight against terrorism.
Lee invites broadcasters to work
with him in publicizing what works
and what doesn't in preventing crime
and terrorism.
Visit the Center's Web site at www.
sas.upenn.edu/jerrylee/.

Enter to win one of 26 great prizes in Radio World's
reader appreciation contest giveaway!
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greatest names in our industry teamed up with Radio
World for ayear- long sweepstakes extravaganza that resu ted in
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almost S50,000 in prizes given away. Due to the overwhelming
response from you, we've decided to do it all again in 2002 as away

105.3 The Fish
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of showing our appreciation to our loyal readers.
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Throughout 2002, Radio World will conduct 26 random drawings.
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Prizes and winners will be announced in every issue of Radi3 World.
That's 26 chances to win!

To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:
1. Go to our Web site: www.rwonline.com
2. Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.
3. Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry form — that's it, you're done!
This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizes
from these fine Radio World supporters:
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Contest Rules. To enter the drawing, simply register online at www.rwontne.com/sweeps. 26 drawings will be held throughout the year. Contest registration
expires Dec 4, 2002 Final contest prize announcement on Jan 1. 2003 One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid
mailing address Winners should receive prizes within 30 days of notification; however, actual delivery time may vary and is not guaranteed by IMAS Publishing
Federal, state and local tax laws may apply to prizes and are the sole responsibility of the winner . Employees and affiliates of IMPS Publishing are not eligible

Salem Communications has
launched another "Fish" format station, this one in Milwaukee. The format features contemporary Christian
rock. Salem has had success with its
other Fish stations, including those
in Dallas, Atlanta, Los Angeles,
Chicago and Cleveland.
In Milwaukee, the 105.3 FM Fish
station broadcasts around the clock.
To introduce the station, Salem ran
40 days and 40 nights of continuous,
commercial- free Christmas music,
which began when the station
launched on Thanksgiving day.
The Christmas music marathon
was set to stop Dec. 26, with regular
programming to ensue featuring
artists such as Michael W. Smith,
Amy Grant, Plus One, Jars of Clay
and Steven Curtis Chapman.
Commercials were to be added the
first of the year.
In announcing the launch, General
Manager
Bob
Emery
said,
"Milwaukee has a tremendous number of people who will enjoy the
upbeat Christian sounds that have
become so popular in other major
markets across the country."
Veteran radio broadcaster and
music programmer Danny Clayton is
program director for the station.
Clayton served in program management and as an on- air personality at
hot adult AC WKTI(FM) in
Milwaukee for 18 years.
Salem Communications also owns
WYLO(AM) in Milwaukee, which
carries a combination of conservative Christian talk radio and
Christian ministry programming.
WYLO and WKTI are located in the
same building.
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Cole's Law
> Continued from page 21

devise some non- auction mechanism
for resolving mutually exclusive noncommercial applications — but that's
another story.)
The problem lies in non- reserved
"commercial" channels and, more
specifically, in the fact that noncommercial entities can apply to use
"commercial" channels. As a result, it
is possible, if not likely, that the universe of applicants for any particular
non-reserved channel will include one
or more noncommercial applicants.
But if Congress has specified that
noncommercial applicants won't have
to pay for channels they propose to
use, how can such situations be
resolved? Auctioning doesn't work
because of the prohibition, but auctioning is the only mechanism left.
Interpretation
The commission first tried to deal
with this by interpreting the statutory
prohibition to bar auctions for
reserved noncommercial channels.
In other words, no auctions would be
held for purely noncommercial channels, but if a noncommercial applicant
decided to file for a " commercial"
channel, the noncommercial applicant
would have to compete in an auction
with the commercial applicants.
Last July, however, the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit ruled that this interpretation wouldn't fly. According to
the court, when a noncommercial
applicant elects to file for a "commercial" channel, that applicant must be
exempt from the auctions.
For the commission, this meant
back to the drawing board to come up
with some way that non- reserved
"commercial" channels can be made
available for application so that competing applications for those channels
can be resolved quickly, whether or
not any noncommercial applicants file
for them.
The court's decision also meant an
immediate halt to the then- pending
open FM auction. That auction had
originally been announced in the fall
of 2000, with a scheduled start date in
May 2001.
But last March, the start date was
postponed to December, possibly in
recognition of the then- pending
appeal. In September it was postponed
indefinitely.

ADVERTISEMENT
AM- FM Allocation & Design
Processes Symposium
February 21-25, 2002
San Antonio, Texas
The most comprehensive skill
oriented educational event in the
Broadcast Industry
Our symposium is designed to grow
your current skill level 10-100 times.
www.RFTrainingCo.com
Symposiums
If you have any further questions please
feel free to call or email them to
Melissa Sirianni
210-805-0257
Melissa@RFTrainingCo.com
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As of this writing it is unclear when
those auctions may actually happen.
To the extent that folks have given
any thought to the reasons for the
delays in the auction, the problem of
commercial vs. noncommercial applicants seems to be given the blame.
While that's not off the mark, yet
another recent court decision may mean
even more trouble in the long run for
the commission's auction processes.
Last June the same U.S. Court of
Appeals held, in a non-broadcast matter, that applicants who acquire licens-

installment payments, its licenses had
been automatically canceled and the
frequencies would be re-auctioned.
The re- auction was held, with a
total bid amount of more than three
times the price that NextWave had bid.
NextWave challenged that re- auction (and the underlying determination
that its licenses were automatically
canceled). In NextWave's view, its
relationship to the FCC was that of a
debtor to a creditor — and the bankruptcy laws govern such debtor/creditor relationships.

While you are waiting

around for

the next FM auction, don't blame the FCC
for the delay — the real problems lie on the
doorstep of Congress, not the commission.

es from the government in an auction
process may be entitled to significantly greater protection against loss of
those licenses than would be the case
in anon-auction context.
The case was the infamous
NextWave case. NextWave Personal
Communi-cations Inc. bid some $ 5
billion, to be paid in installments, for
a large bloc of wireless frequencies in
1996. NextWave made the down- payment, to the tune of several hundred
million dollars.
But when the next payment came
due, NextWave claimed that the frequencies had been overpriced and that
it should not be compelled to pay the
full amount of its bid.
The commission rejected that argument, so in 1998 NextWave declared
bankruptcy. The government filed as a
creditor in the bankruptcy action.
In 2000, after a couple of years of
litigation in the bankruptcy court, the
FCC
announced that, because
NextWave had failed to make its

Essentially, the court agreed with
the- artist- formerly- known- as- theartist- formerly- known- as-Prince, who
observed through Cyndi Lauper that
"money changes everything."
Of course, NextWave involved nonbroadcast frequencies purchased on an
installment basis. But the basic theory
of the NextWave decision appears to
reach broadcast auctions as well: If,
by auctioning frequencies, the commission becomes aseller in addition to
a regulator, then the other parties to
the auction ( i.e., the successful bidders) become buyers in an ordinary
commercial sense and as such those
buyers are entitled to the routine statutory protection of the bankruptcy laws.
And, as NextWave demonstrates,
those laws put the debtor/buyer in the
driver's seat to a significant degree,
even if the creditor is the government.
So if the commission ever does
crank its broadcast auction machine
back up to speed, it will have to be
mindful of the possibilities the
NextWave decision creates.

Boys on the Hill
If either the commercial/noncomAs you may know, when a debtor
mercial or the NextWave/bankruptcy
declares bankruptcy, creditors are for
complications with FCC auctions are
the most part prevented from taking
to be eliminated, that relief will have
any action against the debtor. More
to come from Congress.
particularly, the government is preIt was Congress that enacted the
vented from acting against the debtor
noncommercial exemption and it was
because of the debtor's failure to pay
Congress that created the bankruptcy
any debt dischargeable through the
system, which affords protection to
bankruptcy processes.
debtors. If those provisions really are
Accordingly, NextWave argued, the
unworkable, it will be up to Congress
FCC could not yank NextWave's ticket
to clear them up.
for failure to pay, because NextWave
Whether or not a majority of
was in bankruptcy and its obligation to
Congress sees the need to take such
pay the amount bid at auction was a action, however, is not at all clear at
debt dischargeable in bankruptcy.
this time.
The court bought the argument. It
So while you (and the Thurmans) are
stated that the commission might have
waiting around for the next FM aucbeen able to cancel NextWave's licenstion, don't blame the FCC for the delay
es for some regulatory reason, but the
— the real problems lie on the doorstep
FCC chose not to do so.
of Congress, not the commission.
Instead, the only reason the comHarry Cole specializes in broadcast
mission cited for the cancellation was
matters at the communications law
the failure to pay and that, according firm of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth
to the court, was exactly the kind of
P.L.C. Contact him in Virginia ( 703)
governmental conduct that the bank812-0483 or via e-mail to cole@
ruptcy laws prohibit.
fhhlaw.com. e

intelligent ergonomic designs
elegant and durable
full array of finishes
flush mounted consoles
computer accomodations
standard EA rackrail included
rear access to equipment
convection or assisted cooling
all cabling fully concealed
cabling fully accessible
4week leadbme

Rhapsody
in 134ue.
guano
Digital Core
Routing System

Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital II Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 3210
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.

This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.
Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
S. Doing more for radio. Again.
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Activate: Ready for All Demands
by Craig Johnston
When a ship is built, it goes on a
"shakedown" cruise to discover if anything is going to shake loose while at sea.
A new facility may get the same kind of
testing before deployment, but of course,

Paper. "Not apaper out of place."
Its building has survived several previous Seattle shakedowns. Built in 1914 to
house clothing maker The Black
Manufacturing Company, it has survived
long enough to gain status on the
National Historic Register.

In September the company announced
that it had sold Activate to Loudeye
Technologies, a streaming-media infrastructure company.
"We will be consolidating operations,
the major result of that would be the
addition of alarge-scale media archiving
system," said Brown. " We will also
absorb their current video work.
Loudeye's investments in radio, music
and ad insertion technologies complement Activate's experience in those areas
and that's a positive for customers in
those segments."
Loudeye announced it would move its
operations into Activate's quake-tested,
award-winning, state-of-the art facility.
"Activate has afabulous facility," said
Joel McConaughy, Loudeye's chief technology officer. "By combining their livebroadcast capacity with our ability to
warehouse massive amounts of data we'll
have a complete, end- to-end live, ondemand, Real, Windows — you name it,

Web Watch
See
Page
32
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we can run with any digital media situation," said McConaughy.
In November, Activate's facility won
Network World's 2001 "Best of Test"
Award for multimedia. The award from
the information technology magazine
honors IT products that have succeeded
through 12 months of hands-on testing.
Scalable
Activate managers knew from the
beginning that it would require arobust
infrastructure to handle many sources
going to many destinations. The answer
was a pair of routing switchers: it
installed a 256- by- 512 nVision/ADC
wideband router and acompanion 64-by64 PESA Switching Systems router dedicated only to audio.
September's terrorist attacks tested
Activate's flexibility.
"The primary,immediate impact was
adding additional streams for news-based
stations," said Brown. "Traffic increased
30-40 percent on our radio overall."
The company plans to serve more
radio stations in the future. The majority
See ACTIVATE, page 30

Shown is Activate's ' Grand Central. Like the New York train
station, the control room has lots of comings and goings.
not in the literal sense.
And then there's the Seattle streaming
media provider Activate Corp.
"We did our official launch in
February of last year," said the company's senior product marketing manager
Anne Paper. "We had ahuge party, (with)
300 people and then the next day was the
earthquake!"
Activate's new $ 20 million facility
survived Seattle's 6.8 shakedown last
year with nary aproblem.
"The thing that was amazing was that
it was an incredible testimonial," said

AEQ

Besides its apparently earthquakeresistant building, Activate faced anumber of challenges in the design of its
facility. Primary among them was the
ability to receive alarge number of signals and serve alarge number of streams.
"It's not unusual for us, on any particular day, to have apeak stream output of
about 10,000 simultaneous users, which
from a streaming perspective is a large
number," said Jon Brown, vice president
of engineering at Activate.
Until recently, Activate was amajorityowned operating company of CMGI Inc.

eagle

ISDN AUDIO CODEC

Rooftop satellite dishes frame Mount Rainier. The building
;s in the National Historic Register, which prevents
the company from installing dishes permanently.

THE AFFORD
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2,795

manufacturer's price

Dual channel audiocodec
Analogue and Digital Inputs / Outputs
Unique multiplexing capabilities
The E@sy control Bus features IP Remote Control capability
Offers easy to use monitoring capability on the front panel
AEQ Broadcast International lic. 2660 S.W. 87 Avenue Davie. Fort Laurderdale, Florida 33328
Phone: ( 954) 424-0203
Fax ( 954) 424-0902
email: aeqamerica@aol.com
VISIT US AT: www.aeqbroadcast.com
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it. The system looks to the station
automation system to tell it when abreak
is coming.
Then it sends the ad for the break to
the player on the user's PC, where it is
stored until the break itself. When the
automation signals the break itself, the
encoder creates awindow in the stream
and the player inserts the ad at the PC.
Will Activate's ad-insertion technology handle targeted ads?
"Absolutely," said Brown. "The need
hasn't arisen yet, but the original design
was for targeting."
So that the server knows what spot to
send an individual user, the user's player
sends information back upstream, including the genre the listener is tuned to, the
listener's age and location.

Activate
Continued from page 29

streaming serves businesses that
conduct meetings virtually via the
Internet. Thus the drop in corporate travel
since Sept. 11 is proving to be a longterm positive for the company.
Industry observers have said this trend
should continue to grow. Jupiter Media
Metrix projects that the enterprise
streaming market will double from $290
million this year to $580 million in 2002
and will grow to $2.8 billion in 2005.
"We've also seen an increase in our
live-event Webcasting for enterprise customers," said Brown. "The impact of that
increase is felt more by our production
staff than in terms of bandwidth or number of streams. The 'Grand Central' facility certainly has adequate capacity to
handle that increase."
Activate named its control room Grand
Central, after the busy New York train
station.
of its

Right-sized
Activate's ability to handle spikes in
its business apparently validates decisions it made during the design process.
Originally the company had looked at a
1,024-by- 1,024 router, but after examining its needs the company scaled back on
that and some other equipment.
"We had to get it more appropriately
aligned with our budget and sized right

January 2, 2002

Activate's building originally was the home of
The Mack Manufacturing Co., asewing factory.
for the amount of business that we have,"
said Brown.
But he said the foundation it built is
capable of growing quickly with demand.
"The important things that we did are
still going forward in terms of building
all the base infrastructure for the whole
thing, just in case."
Part of that scalability is the EMC
Corp.'s Celerra File Server, which provides storage for material that is not
streamed live. As clients feed them preproduced material for later streaming, the

Compaq Proliant encoding stations line awall in 'Grand Central.'

facility won't run out of space to cache it.
A pair of large- screen displays that
monitor incoming and outgoing signals
visually dominates Grand Central. But
the heart of the operation is composed of
the individual workstations.
A major challenge was to design
workstations so that the fewest operators
could do the most work and so that operators wouldn't have to move around the
facility to complete atask. That meant
packing a lot of capability into each
workstation.
It called for a great deal of design
work from systems integrator Doyle
Technologies. Each workstation is dense
with equipment.
"It's packed: front, back, side, bottom,
top, underneath, everywhere, shoehorned
every which-way," said Barry Ballanger,
director of engineering at Doyle. "Very
elegantly put in there, but it's full."
Brown made sure the equipment and
operators were in separate rooms.
"It's a much cleaner operation, not
allowing anyone to touch the equipment.
That way they can't monkey with it."
While Activate's facility is designed to
handle video as well as audio, it planned
to provide Internet radio service when the
facility was designed. Internet radio business has ebbed and flowed.
Dot-gones
"A lot of the integrators of the day
have gone out of business,' said Brown.
This caused Activate to cultivate the corporate market in order to level out its revenue stream. Today, a big chunk of its
business lies in streaming earnings forecasts and shareholders' meetings.
Still, Activate is bringing station
streams back online by working directly
with the stations or groups.
At present, it provides streaming services for NPR affiliates KLON(FM),
KPLU(FM) and KWMU(FM) and commercial stations WBIX(AM), KTIS(AMFM) and WUFL(AM).
Getting into the stations helped
Activate come up with astrategy for the
design of its Internet radio ad- insertion
technology.
Brown said, "We developed it with
RCS because what we wanted to do is to
get a station-side plug-in to the encoder
that's already there, that could read their
log and also create the ad breaks appropriately."
The object was to create something
that was simple and didn't require the
station personnel to do a lot of work on

Station side
Audio encoding for Internet radio stations is done at the station facilities, then
delivered to Activate via frame relay.
Why frame relay rather than phone lines?
"That gives us a clean signal from
them to us and we don't have to worry
about any problems that happen in distribution that will affect the entire audience," said Brown.
He said phone- line delivery can get
expensive.
"We can do a frame relay through
Qwest for only about $200 a month. To
lease a local phone line for 24 hours a
day, it starts to add up, unless you're
local."
Streaming audio that comes in via
phone line at Activate typically is from
events.
Brown's advice to radio stations is
simple.
"You have to really be paying attention
to what type of encoder equipment you
have and the codec you're using." Brown
said ahigh bitrate stream sent by a station can be down-converted to a lower
bitrate for modem listeners, but trying to
up-convert a low bitrate stream won't
work as well.
It's also worth noting that if astation
is going to stream in both Real and
Windows Media formats, Brown said, it
has to encode and send astream of each.
How much high-bandwidth listening is
going on?
Activate's research finds a40-60 split,
with 40 percent of the listening being
done at high bandwidth. It found that the
high point of streaming listening comes
on weekdays at 2p.m., demonstrating the
oft-cited maxim that much Internet listening is done at work.
A terrestrial broadcaster's mindset is
"the more listeners, the better." But
because Internet radio streamers pay for
the bandwidth incrementally as more
users listen to their streams, the ability to
cap the number of listeners is of keen
interest to many broadcasters.
"That allows the station to know, precisely, 'Iwill not exceed acertain amount
on a monthly basis," Brown said.
"Popular stations get weird, organic
growth that occurs every month and they
just keep getting slightly bigger and bigger and bigger and bigger every month."
For mega events, where the potential
audience is unlimited, Activate's distribution network is almost infinitely scalable.
"We not only have our own network
but we work with several distribution
partners," said Brown. "Depending on the
size of an event, we can add as many
chains as we would probably ever need."
Craig Johnston is an Internet and
multimedia producer in Seattle.
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gear from Telos.
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WATCH

Radio Has Chance to Own Net Audio
by Craig Johnston
Web Watch is a roundup of all things
radio and the Web. Send your news and tips
to Internet Radio editor Laura Dely via email to LD@imaspub.com.
Terrestrial radio, which wants to be treated the same whether it broadcasts or streams
its signals, may have put achink in its own
armor by signing anew interim Internet
streaming deal with Broadcast Music Inc.
Under the agreement, stations will pay
BM! 1.605 percent of their " streaming
Internet revenue" — minimum $259 in 2001
and increasing with the Consumer Price

Index annually — until afinal rate is set.
When that will come is an open question,
as the Radio Music License Committee is
before U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York seeking
final license fees and terms for streaming
their broadcast signals on the Web.
If the " 1.605 percent" figure seems familiar, that's because it's the same rate broadcasters pay for their terrestrial transmissions.
According to numerous studies, broadband access to the home is one of the
acknowledged keys to asatisfied streaming
media listener or viewer, which makes it
critically important to Internet radio. On this
subject, the Web Watcher has some good

news and some bad news.
First, the good news: "Three-quarters of
U.S. households will have high-speed
Internet access available to them by year-end
2001," according aYankee Group study,
"up from the 60 percent ayear earlier."
But making broadband available is only
half the battle.
"Success will increasingly be driven by
the network operators' ability to lower the
cost of hooking up individual households for
broadband service," stated Michael
Goodman, asenior analyst with the Yankee
Group's Media and Entertainment Strategies
research and consulting practice.
Which leads us to the bad news part of
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CRYSTAL CLEAR

You went all- digital and spent $ 10K on a processor
for asignature air sound, right? So the last thing you
want to do is pollute the air chain with compression.
Demand the pristine 16- bit linear audio of the
SL90030. It's configurable with up to two pairs of
uncompressed stereo audio. You choose the sampling
rate: 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz. Even add a cost effective
Ti backup option with redundant audio modules, for
still more versatility.
Dual, uncompressed AES streams - one STL - and
the reliability and quality of Moseley.
The choice is clear.
phone ( 805) 968 9621 • 111 Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • wwwmoseleysb.com
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the equation: actual broadband adoption in
the home, which grew 100 percent this year,
will grow more slowly in the years to come.
"The early adopters have been saturated,"
said hnran Khan, aYankee Group research
analyst. He predicts the growth rate could
drop to 50 or even 35 percent, requiring innovative marketing and better pricing to get the
less-than-hard-core Internet users to part with
$50 amonth for broadband instead of aquarter of that for ordinary dial-up access.
Tech-savvy — not
The Web Watcher reveals his age in this
admission: He remembers how the
Walkman portable cassette player (and its
offspring the portable CD player) cut into
portable radio listening.
Now the portable MP3 player, capable of
playing music downloaded off the Internet,
similarly threatens radio listening.
The high prices of portable MP3 players
as abarrier has fallen by the wayside as nearhundred dollar units such as the Bantam
Explor BA250 hit the market. At asuggested
retail price of $ 129, the card-deck sized
BA250 offers 48MB of expandable memory
and includes adetachable belt clip, car cassette adapter, ear buds and headphones.
But Yankee Group analyst Ryan Jones
warns that lack of user technical savvy, not
price, may be the true barrier to MP3 use.
"More of an issue is knowing where to
get the songs, knowing how to configure
your PC to upload the music onto the MP3
player, that type of thing," he said.
While Yankee Group studies show 48 percent of Internet households download music,
only 14 percent of those use MP3 players.
Jones says that equals just 8percent of U.S.
households overall and that MP3 use is most
heavily concentrated in college students.
The RealOne Radio Network premiered
early in December 2001 as a part of
RealOne Music, the $9.95 amonth subscription service from RealNetworks Inc.
It's the first service to license content
from MusicNet, the joint venture between
RealNetworks and record label owners AOL
Time Warner Inc., Bertelsmann
Entertainment and EMI Group.
The Internet radio portion offers 48 channels of commercial-free Internet stations that
run the gamut of music genres, programmed
by streaming platform and content provider
Radio Active Media Partners Inc.
The subscription also permits users to
download 100 songs per month from the
75,000+ in the MusicNet catalog. The
downloaded songs stop working after 30
days unless they are renewed, which counts
as one of the next month's downloads.
Downloaded music cannot be played on
another computer or player device.
RealOne Music requires the user install
the newly released RealOne Player on the
PC. The new player combines amedia player and Web browser into asingle three-pane
window.
The Web Watcher recommends radio
station owners take aclose look at the
See WEB WATCH, page 33
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RealOne Player, as it has arelated information pane that allows text and graphics to be
synchronized with the audio stream.
Internet stations that take advantage of this
capability may find they gain acompetitive
advantage through abetter user experience.
RealNetworks incorporated its GoldPass
subscription content service into the $9.95 a
month RealOne Membership service.
GoldPass aeress to Major League Baseball,
the National Basketball Association and other premium channels will continue to headline the service.
For $ 19.95, both the music and premium
content services are bundled into RealOne
Gold, which includes extra music downloads.
Citadel Broadcasting Co. has inked a
deal to have Yahoo Inc. stream 140 of its 204
radio stations. By using Yahoo's in-house adinsertion technology, Citadel will skirt the
dispute with American Federation of
Television and Radio Artists over additional
talent fees for spots played over the Internet.
The broadcaster, like just about every other terrestrial broadcaster, removed its stations' streams from the Web when the
AFTRA royalty dispute that reared its ugly
head last April. With the addition of Citadel,
Yahoo Radio now streams about 450 terrestrial stations.
Clear Channel has tapped FullAudio
Corp. as its on-demand music subscription
provider in Chicago, Houston, L.A., Phoenix
and Salt Lake City. About 30 co-branded,
subscription music services will launch in
this month of January. All of the formats that
Clear Channel presents will be offered.
The deal gets Clear Channel around the
need to negotiate with copyright holders for
this service. FullAudio holds content licenses from Universal Music, EMI Recorded
Music, EMI Music Publishing, Universal
Music Publishing and BMG Music
Publishing. The company continues negotiations with other major record labels, publishers and independents.
"We are thrilled to offer to our listeners
the capability to download and listen to their
favorite music, on demand," said Jerry
Kersting, chief financial officer of Clear
Channel's Radio division.
Clear Channel estimates that the monthly
fees for the service will be $5to $ 15.
Web Watcher has learned not to blink:
witness RadioAMP's short-lived personalized news, weather and sports online audio
service. The RadioAMP service premiered
in November on search engine provider
AltaVista Radio.
Less than amonth later, AltaVista decided
to shut down its Internet radio service to
concentrate on its core search engine business. With its launch customer gone,
RadioAMP folded the service.
"It may be something we bring back,"
said Charlie Moore, RadioAmp's vice president of business development. "We've got
the back-end already built."
But he said acertain critical mass of users
is necessary to justify the cost of content,
which was provided by Source Media, a
supplier of continuously updated news,
weather and sports information.
In addition to AltaVista Radio, other
Webcasters who use RadioAMP content on
its sites include Clear Channel, Barnes &
Noble and CDNOW Inc.
RadioAMP also has announced afinancial restructuring with Internet investment
firm NetVentures LLC, which has purchased amajority ownership of RadioAMP.

Radio World
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NetVentures had been the lead investor in
RadioAMP's last round of funding.
Hiwire Inc., asupplier of ad-insertion
technology to streaming terrestrial radio stations, is another winner in the current bleak
investment climate: it won a $9.5 million
infusion from strategic partners Clear
Channel and Grey Ventures Inc., as well as
venture capitalists National Enterprise
Associates and Zone Ventures.
"Their technology will enable advertisers
to target specific audiences using Internet
audio streaming," stated Kersting. "It will
dramatically enhance our viability and
growth in streaming media."
HiWire also said that it has struck atechnology partnership with Blue Falcon
Networks, astreaming service provider.
Blue Falcon's software will be integrated
into Hiwire's Net radio tuner.
The Blue Falcon Streamer enables
Webcasters to scale their audio and video
streams to larger audiences by reducing
bandwidth requirements and infrastructure
requirements. The result, the company stated, is reduced costs.
Salem Communications Corp.'s station
group KKLA Communications will be the
charter customer for this service, which is
scheduled to launch this month on several of
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"2001 Best of Test"
Award in the multimedia category. The
award goes to products that have succeeded through rigorous hands-on testing
over the past twelve
months.
Network
World Magazine is a
weekly trade publication that covers the
information technology industry.
"Winning
this
award is a pivotal
endorsement
of
VA*
...arrow+
Activate's Webcasting 2.11MIL
services and clear valiShown is the RealOne Radio subscription-based
dation of our leadersite as seen in the RealOne Player. The upper left
ship position in enterscreen is the playback window, the upper center to
prise streaming," said
right screen is the related information window and
Dennis
Shepard,
the large lower screen is the media browser. The
Activate's president
player is required to utilize the RealOne service.
and GM.
David Kantor, alumnus of AMFM
Kantor, an XACT investor, was no
Radio Networks, has been appointed chairstranger to the company.
man of XACT Radio LLC's board of direcRadio World being afamily- friendly
tors. The company provides custom Internet
magazine, Web Watcher is hiding this item
radio to broadcast radio stations.
near the end of his watch. Adam & Eve, an
online and mail order provider of naughty
BellSouth Internet Radio - Microsoft Internet txplorer
videos, sex toys and such, has launched the
"Sounds of Love" audio service that
Internet
BellSouth'
Service
streams via Live365.com.
Internet Service
SPONionT,
Journalist that he is, Web Watcher put on
SONIC. POR STATIONS OV ARTIST
seLecT n STATION V
atrench coat and dark glasses, then tuned in
to "Sounds of Love," where he discovered
that the service plays audio of climactic portions of pornographic videos.
Since the service requires abroadband
connection and Web Watcher listened via a
dial-up modem, there was alot of interruptus
involved.
A link to www.adameve.com allows the
listener to purchase the actual videos and
e
lilaeékPAP
other products.
emomts ,.
The "Sounds of Love" detailed above is
not to be confused with Cangoose Internet
Radio Gimp's "Sounds of Love" channel.
Growing old waiting for
The service, which is based in Red Deer,
your files to download? Cie lienel
Alberta, plays romantic music.
No dark glasses or trench coat
Shown is the Bell South Net radio player that RadioAMP created.
required ...
,

•

its affiliate stations. Christian Pirate Radio.
consistently high in Internet radio ratings, is
aKKLA station, will be one of the stations
to roll out in the debut of the service.
Several months ago the Web Watcher told
you that SiteShell Corp., which licenses
customizable Web sites to radio stations,
updating the content of those sites around
the clock, was looking for a "strategic transaction," college term-paper terminology for
somebody with money.
Just before Thanksgiving, SiteShell's
business, along with all of its assets, were
transferred to aSiteShell stockholder's company that includes some of its top management, Cavalry Finance Corp.
A day later, Cavalry changed SiteShell's
business model. The new idea was to license
its Web site technology, rather than provide
services.
"It became clear over the last several
months that the larger companies will want
to retain ahigh degree of in-house control
over their online media outlets," stated Joel
Hartstone, chairman of Cavalry and an
original founder of SiteShell.
A new company, created by former
SiteShell design employees, will provide
Web site graphic design and maintenance
services formerly supplied by SiteShell. That
company's name is GreenEyes Inc.
Loudeye Technologies Inc.'s Activate
subsidiary captured Network World's

Interactive RDS/RBDS
Model 711 - $ 1200
••••'

THIS FULL-FUNCTION
RADIODATA ENCODER
LINKS TO STATION AUTOMATION
RDS radios are being supplied as standard equipment in a
growing number of new cars. This multi-featured encoder
communicates with station automation to send song titles,
phone numbers, contest results and promo or advertising
messages for immediate display on listeners' radios.
It also features the "TA flag," capable of temporarily
overriding other program choices - even tapes and CDs when your station broadcasts atraffic alert.
The 711 is quickly programmed with the usual format identifiers,
translator frequencies and other static data. Its RS-232 serial
interface connects with any PC, and with most automation
systems for dynamic messaging. Giving access to all the mostused RadioData groups and features, this versatile encoder
complies with both NRSC and CENELEC RadioData standards.
:1

1

ncnic. nics

1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: info@inovon.com
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Audition Big Music

Show Ranks

Catalog Online

Net Music

Promusic Inc. is aproduction music company with acatalog that contains more than 2,000 CDs from more than 25
libraries. The company recently launched aWeb site that provides a search function, 30-second Windows Media audio
samples, sound effect demos and descriptions, online licensing forms and links to member libraries.
The company updates the site daily with news and information of upcoming releases and additions to its catalog.
Users can find and audition tracks to suit their production
needs.
Music is delivered on CDs via the United Parcel Systems,
with an express delivery option available. Promusic provides
three license options: annual, unlimited use; "needledrop,"
that allows separate use of individual titles; and production
blanket, which offers areduced rate for multiple needledrops

within asingle production.
For more information contact Promusic in Florida at
(800) 322-7879 or in California at (888) 600-8988 or visit
its Web site at www.promusic-inc.com.

"The Net Music Countdown with
David Lawrence" tracks the music
streamed, downloaded and sold
online. Lawrence counts down the top
20 most popular online artists weekly
and ranks music available via download in his "NMC eCharts."
The two-hour weekly radio show
for terrestrial broadcasters is produced
in three formats: alternative rock, contemporary hit radio/pop and hot adult
contemporary.
Six "NMC eCharts" are released
every Friday evening when the show
is broadcast, at 6p.m. EST, and are
available for affiliates at http://onlinetoday.com.

100,000+ Attendees.
One Official
NAB
David Lawrence
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It's ano-brainer. When it comes to investing your
NAB on-site ad dollars, there's only one answer:

The Official NAB2002 Deihl News. Published twice daily, with
exclusive distribution at NAB-designated hotels and both
convention centers, it's your best bet for immediate impact.
4t

/Vor Pao» Wee:
The NAB Daily News Exhibitor Update, a
magazine- size newsletter featuring bonus exhibit
and product coverage.
The Exhibitor Update will be delivered in the
Monday AM edition.
To reserve space, contact Michele Inderrieden at
301-810-9840; email minderriedeneimaspuh.com or
Tina Tharp at 173-412-2495; email ttharp qmaspub.com.

•Ad Space Close:
•Ail Materials late:

ch 14, 200

Published Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, with distribution at
s
=

Published Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday

NAB- designated hotel rooms, all AM editions will be

ummi
nb

afternoons. the PM edition is the source for up-

distributed by hand and in the racks at the Las Vegas

Old

to-the-minute news, mating it amust-read "hot

in Convention Center and the Sands Expo Center. Every AM
edition includes an exhibit map, the latest news, product
,coverage, exhibitor listings, session schedules and more.

sheet" for the show. The afternoon edition will
be distributed at both the Las Vegas Convention

11E' Center and the Sands Expo Center.

Reach the crowd that reaches for the oui official

it newspaper —

The NAB2002 Daily News.

NMC radio affiliates may also use
the program's recently launched
online-music news service. The NMC
news is format-specific and features
artist news, bios and interviews and
links to CD and DVD sales. The company stated that future plans include
movie ticket sales.
The NMC news content is automatically placed on aparticipant affiliate's Web site as the news occurs,
with no intervention needed from the
station. NMC customizes its content
to match astation's Web site style.
United Stations Radio Networks
syndicates "The
Net
Music
Countdown" on amarket-exclusive,
barter basis to radio stations. There is
no charge for the NMC news service.
"The Net Music Countdown with
David Lawrence" is aproduction of
Online Today Inc., aproducer of pop
culture/high technology radio shows.
Based in Washington, Online Today
produces "Online Tonight with David
Lawrence," anationally syndicated
radio talk show about pop culture and
high technology; "The Net Music
Countdown with David Lawrence"
and provides audio-enhanced e-mail
online music news via VoxEmail.com.
For more information, call Online
Today at ( 800) 396-6546 or visit
http://online-today.com.

Rectifier Problems?
We're problem solvers & we have
aprompt, cost-effective solution.

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

Power Can Be Beautiful

Sure, it's the best looking broadcast console you've ever seen. But,
beneath the sleek, elegant exterior beats the heart of atrue warrior!
Pacific BMXdigital has everything you need to win the digital revolution.
Whether it's the number of output buses, mix- minuses, off-line mixes,
stereo sends, direct
IFB's, monitor
inputs
and outputs,
inter-communication
paths or logic interface, BMXdigital
offers more.
Incredible Flexibility including all input modules accommodate analog
and digital signals without reconfiguring, swapping, or even removal
from the mainframe.
Amazing Adaptability with easy storage, recall and reconfiguration
of set-ups for various day parts, and built in connectivity to routing
switchers, digital storage systems and other networked sources.
Low Cost of
Ownership by
design, Pacific
BMXdigitars true cost
of installation, operation
and maintenance is
markedly lower than
other consoles.
Legendary
BMX Reliability
is what you expect in aPacific BMX from Harris. The table pounding of
your resident shock jock won't faze this beauty.
Pacific BMXdigital. Beauty that's alot more than skin deep.

next level solutions
SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

www.broadcast.harris.com

Maidas Ws list your mixer
You know how

impact and detail get lost through recording and mixing. And you just can't EQ,

compress or mix the life back in. When you're at wit's end, the Aphex Model 204 can save your sanity.
The Model 204 renews and vitalizes your sound. The Aurai Exciteerestores and improves definition and detail.
At the same time the Optical Big Bottom® solidifies and strengthens the bass without hogging all the level.
If you need professional and impressive sound you owe it to yourself to get aModel 204. You'll probably save
your sanity and alot of perfectly good mixers. You've got aproblem - We've got the solution!

The all new Aphex Model 204 Aural Exciter and Optical Big Bottom

APHEx
SYSTEMS
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11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A • 818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Aphex, Aural Exciter and Big Bottom are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems • No mixers were harmed in the production of th s ad.
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Performance

PRN: Lean, Mean and Innovative

Racing Network
Equipment

by Paul Kaminski

The equipment PRN uses to produce in-studio and remote broadcasts includes:

Lucky catch
PRN's offices are located at the
Lowe's Motor Speedway, next to the
entrance for the Speedway Club. Upon
entering, one sees the studio used for
the Monday night NASCAR talk show,
"Fast Talk with Benny Parsons."
Parsons, the 1973 Winston Cup champion, is the race analyst for NBC television.
“PRN was fortunate to get Benny for
our talk show when it premiered in
1993 and we think it adds credibility to
our programming." Rice said.

Photos courtesy of Harold II,nom

The Performance Racing Network
broadcasts all of the NASCAR Winston
Cup races held at the tracks owned by
its parent, Speedway Motorsports Inc.
So when the series is at Las Vegas;
Bristol, Tenn.; Texas; Atlanta; Sears
Point, Calif. or Lowe's Motor
Speedway at Concord, N.C. ( formerly
the Charlotte Motor Speedway), PRN's
VP and General Manager Doug Rice
and his staff produce the broadcast.

Producer Alicia Lingerfeldt and Production Director Kent
Bernhardt catch a breather in the studio where FastTalk
with Benny Parsons' and The Pit Reporters' are produced.
The next studio is where PRN's daily
NASCAR News show "Garage Pass"
takes place. Producer Steve Richards

PRODUCT EVALUATION

Kima System Makes
Rebroadcasting Fun

edits submissions taken in by MP3 files,
Comrex Matrix, DAT and MiniDisc for
the program.
Rice said "Garage Pass," hosted by
racing veteran Mark Garrow, has been a
plus for PRN since its premiere this
season. Either Richards or Garrow will
be in the field covering events at venues
where PRN is not the rights-holder for
the live radio broadcast.
Rice said putting "Garage Pass" on

360 Systems Digi/Cart audio
playback backed up to Zip disk
360 Systems Short/cut audio editors
Comrex Vector and Matrix for backup
POTS codec feeds
Digigram VX sound cards for laptops
ElectroVoice RE- 27 studio mics
Lectrosonics UHF UDR 200 wireless
mic chains
Mackie SR-32 audio consoles
Sennheiser MKE-416 shotgun mics
for DAT and MD
Shure SM-58 ( with switches) for
remote venue origination
Sony and Sharp field MiniDisc
recorders
Sony portable DAT recorder
Symetrix 528E mic processors
Sytrillium Cool Edit Pro sound
editing program
Telos Zephyr for ISDN backhaul
the air was ano-brainer.
"The program meshed seamlessly
with our existing programs and we now
have some 375 affiliates, including half
See PRN, page 38

by Paul Cogan
When products like the
Kima were first promoted,
the dot-com boom was at
its height. Times have
changed. But the idea of a
device that allows you to
monitor Web audio, independent of your PC, is
still appealing.
When Iopened the box
containing the Kima wireless audio system from
Akoo.com, I was surprised. The two units were
much smaller than I
expected. Ithought each
unit was going to be about the size of alaptop computer.
At its widest point, each one is only about five inches by four inches — about the size
of aportable CD player — and about as tall as aSony Memory Stick. Each unit weighs
less than apound.
Send and receive
The Kima system comes with abase unit for sending audio from asource such as a
computer and areceiver unit to transmit that audio to ahome stereo or portable radio. The
specifications on the box claim the signal, which puts asignal up between 902 and 928
MHz, can reach up to 1,000 feet.
Iwondered how it accepted audio directly from acomputer, how far it could actually
transmit and how clear the signal would be. Ihad read complaints that it would interfere
with regular broadcast signals as the receiving unit retransmits the audio over an FM
See K1MA, page 41

Acclaimed conversion technology, extensive synchronization
capabilities, reliable drivers for Windows and Macintosh
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PRN

H.A. "Humpy" Wheeler, noted for his
business acumen, vision and flair for
promotions.
Rice said, "When you present anew
idea to Humpy, he won't just pick at it
or shoot it down out of hand, but will
take the time to listen and ask you why
you think your idea will work. That's
his way of finding out whether you've
done your homework before presenting
the idea. He sees further down the road
than any other boss I've worked for."

Continued from page 37

of the top- 10 markets, clearing the program." said Rice.
Richards and Garrow gather audio in
the field with Sony MiniDisc recorders
and transmit edited submissions via
MP3 file back to PRN's studio on laptops equipped with Digigram VX sound
cards. Their backup is a Comrex
Matrix.
Garrow was the host of " Winston
Cup Today," which ceased production in
2000 after NASCAR and Capitol
Broadcasting Co. of Raleigh, N.C., tangled over a reported $400,000 rights
fee. He and Rice co-anchor the PRN
race broadcasts.
Lean and mean
One gets the impression that PRN's
operation is lean and mean, equipped
with just what is necessary to do the job
— not unlike the race cars they speak
about.

'We try

to let the

listener know what's
really happening. We
try to be unbiased and
absolutely truthful.'

Harill Hamrick is the network engineer. "We use Mackie SR-32 consoles
in our studios and use almost every output to route our signals. They work well
and are reasonably priced. Our
announce mics are ElectroVoice RE27s connected to Symetrix 528E microphone processors."
Hamrick's family owns nearby

Show Producer Steve Richards works
on a submission for PRN's 'Garage Pass' program.
WHIP(AM) in Mooresville, N.C. He
has been a contract engineer for
Charlotte Hornets and Carolina
Panthers game broadcasts.
"In the field we use a 360 Systems
Short/cut audio editor for actuality and
interviews. For commercials we use
DigiCarts and are backed up on Zip
disk. We'll use Sony and Sharp MD
recorders. Our pit reporters use
Lectrosonics UHF UDR 200 transmitters and feed them with Shure SM-58
microphones with switches.
In June at Sears Point, a California
road course, they used seven
Lectrosonics systems to get audio back
and forth.
Rice's network became the first to
broadcast Spanish-language lap-by-lap
coverage of a Winston Cup race last
April from Texas Motor Speedway.
5'We weren't sure what we were getting into," said Rice. "We wouldn't have
done this had Julio Fernandez (general
manager of the Indy Racing Radio
Network) not been available to direct

The Wizard' has gone

STEREO!
The new

DIGITAL

FMSA- I

gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. . .

E
E

BELAR

1. DIGITAL STEREO AIOND,

HIE WIZARD
, DIGITAL MOD ANAL YZER

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo démodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And — with the RS- 232 port— operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

the broadcast."
"He worked well with Felix Sabates
and Jorge Kaechlin. In hindsight, we'd
probably want to enlist one of the standalone Spanish-language radio networks
to help us on any future broadcasts."
PRN does its racing broadcasts a bit
differently than one would expect. It
was the first network to use in-car radio
transmissions from drivers to the booth
during caution periods.
To put that in an NFL perspective, it
would be similar to interviewing the
quarterback just as the team breaks the
huddle before the next play. Rice said
football played apart with another feature of PRN broadcasts.
"We were the first to put a sports
break in our race broadcasts." Rice said
this helps to keep sprots fans tuned in
without distracting from the race broadcast and helps them build time spent listening.
Race listeners who want to give their
own analysis can participate in a onehour call-in program that PRN broadcasts after each of its Winston Cup
races.
SMI's president is the legendary

ELJECTRONICEI 1..A1301:1414113RY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
[610] 687-5550 • FAX [ 610] 687-2686

Paul Kaminski is the news director
for
the
Motor
Sports
Radio
Network. •

PRODUCT GUIDE

ENCO Systems
Distributing NewsBoss
The Desktop Technologies radio newsroom management software system,
NewsBoss, is now available through ENCO Systems Inc. USA and ENCO Systems
Ltd. U.K.
The NewsBoss system is used in 230 radio station sites in 33 countries.
According to the company, the general increase in the number of radio stations and
networks, combined with an international interest in convergent radio and Webbased technologies, is driving new applications for automated newsroom systems.
With distribution by ENCO, NewsBoss is able to reach asignificant base of
existing ENCO users in North America, the U.K. and Europe.
For more information contact ENCO Systems in Michigan at (248) 827-4440 or
e-mail sales@enco.com.
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Taking on controversy
PRN produces the daily " Garage
Pass" program, "FastTalk" and another
weekly talk show called " The Pit
Reporters" hosted by WBT Radio
(Charlotte) Sports Director Brett
McMillan. "The Pit Reporters" brings
its audience perspective and commentary on the events of NASCAR Winston
Cup racing through the eyes of different
racing reporters. "The Pit Reporters"
does not sugarcoat controversies.
Although PRN is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Speedway Motorsports, its
editorial positions are not dictated by its
management.
"In 1997, there were problems with
the track surface at Texas (an SMI facility). It was the big story of the weekend
and put SMI in a bad light. When I
talked about this with Humpy, he said to
tell the truth and don't hide from it. In
our daily news, weekly talk and race
programming, we try to let the listener
know what's really happening. We try
to be unbiased and absolutely truthful.
"Sometimes the stands we take aren't
popular, but (the racing community and
our listeners) know we are trying to be
fair," said Rice.
Wheeler says Rice and his staff have
helped PRN to grow into one of
Speedway Motorsports' major assets.
"With the various programming
under the PRN umbrella, PRN continues to be a natural complement to our
business here at SMI. It offers wonderful opportunities to promote NASCAR,
Motorsports and our various facilities
and events."
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2410812001 709 AN Anne Jones. The Boss
2410812001 733AM Anne Jones

Caris
Pilo1 Death
Conspnce

SIX MILLION

PATCH ME IN!

THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEA R!
IT TAKES ONLY ONE TO
}PUT YOU OFF THE AIR!

Feed your mixer

3

a bunch of stuff

with PATCHBOX!
PATCHBOX is a " passive DA" that
gives you 11 sterao outputs ,
5 balanced and E unbalanced
outputs can feed DATs, sound
cards, tape decks, efx loops, VCRs.
dub racks. XLR, N/4", and RCA
outputs can all be used without

-.

The

70
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PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.

interaction or signal degradation.

only $ 195!

This aFFordable and rugged system has
proven itselF in the held For ower 15 years.

HENRY

IN STOCK at all Henry Engineering dealers.
For detailed info, visit www.henryeno.com

Write or call for aFree brochure and design

Tel:

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

626.355.3656

Fax. 626.355.0077

ENGINEERING

Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2337

Remote

tool s'

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctionai solutions to your control requirements
without the need for custom boxes".

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

istrrimmarili
DC-8A Dial-Up Remote Control
Céintrols and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator- equipped switches.

Stores and controls up to 160 everts with Hour/Minutes/Seconds. Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Saviniqs Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 seria custom commands provided.

SRC- 1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL cornpztible inputs aid 16- Relay ( Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
wiits can be usi:d in astano-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

MS0-8 Control Panel

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller

Price $540.00

•

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels

MC- 16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full featured feephone line couplerihybhd provides
32 prograins;
ASCII strings ( DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer . 4- digit access
codes and inJoh more.

The BOS cffem 12 N.O. dry contact switches wit'i
status LEDs ir adesktop panel. The ROS is sim 'ar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
arovides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

SSM Smart Silence Monitor

Ul-411 Universal Interface

Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources und generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanica
switches/relays, adding remote functions to trans
mitter controlfogic, detecting phone line "hng", etc

MIR

SRC-8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channHls of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
STL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full & lialf duplex models).

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!
Internet: wik w.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti@ broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 854 9559
Fas: 360 . 854 . 9479

DDA112-EINC
ODA124-EINC
DDA212-BNC
DXA124-BNC

( 1x12)
( 1x24)
( Dual 1x12)
( 1x24)

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701

•nnovetive Problem Solving Tool For Bro•Ocaet

www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gormanredlich.com

to o Is

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
( 1x6)
( 1x12)
( Dual 1x6)
( 1x12)

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver.
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first IF., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input
Adjacent channel (-±-25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock—available for immediate delivery.

BROADCAST

AES/ESU DIGITAL

00A106-XLR
DDA112-XLR
DDA206-XLR
DXA112-XLR

•

Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT 3Y
• Belar • Marti

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

• Moseley

• Exciters • Optimods

• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors
• Remote Control Systems

• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

•Accepts sample rates from 27 to 9.5kHz

-Transformer balanced inputs

•Data recocking and regeneration

•Adjustable Input cable equalization

•Loop-thru inputs with switchable tarminatiors

•Sample rate, Status and E•ror indicators

•Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

7

Aximaaiter

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Dedicated to sound engineering
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

AT) • 328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham PA 19044
(800) 959-0307 • (215) 443-0330 • Fax: ( 215) 143-0394 • http://www.atiguys.rom
Free Srochure Available Upon Request

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 9757

(541) 471-2262

fÇrÍF
f-"--iri.
-TFIT,

21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1

f,T r: r

Phoenix, Arizona 85024
TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

Since 1979 Mager Systems has been designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio furniture
for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our unique
award winning furniture offers true solid wood premium
construction. 3D drawings and design. delivery and installation.

Dote «\!et

Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops exclusively. that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to show-

Designed, Fabricated,

place. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday, so, if you

Delivered and Installed

haven't looked at Mager Systems lately. its time you checked to see what
we have new to offer like Turnkey Preuriring. Call us today and find out

www.magersystems.com

why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

mager@magersystems.com

FM Exciters, Power
Amplifiers & Antennas
wptekpowercoin

Silicon Valley

10/3000

POWER

10 watts In. 31ter out

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

. •••

Exciters 25W. 50W, 150W
Power Amplifiers up to 3kVV
Antennas 1to 8 bay up to 6kVV

Our growing product line

11-1500

ATISFACTION GUARANTEED '

li-2000

B-850
up to 930«
B-1000

10/1000
10 watts in, 1000w out

B- 150A
up to 165w
B-300A

t

1
.

...

AMANTENNASYSTEMS
Antenna Tuning Units
Transmitter Combiners
Folded Unipole Antennas
Diplexers, Triplexers
RF Components
LBA antenna systems will improve
your efficiency, performance and
reliability. Our products are designed
and built to international standards.
Call LBA Technology for RF systems
and excellent technical service.

800-522-4484 / 252-757-0279
Fax 252-752-9715
Email: lbatech@lbagroup.com
or Contact Our Representatives Worldwide

LBATechnology,Inc.

L
•

Phone:- (408) 986 9700
Fax:- (408) 986 1438

ARE POWER POLES DEFORMING
YOUR AM COVERAGE PATTERN?
DIRECTIONAL

An LIM Group Canperly

22kw
.

u.

11•111.q

kr

1113

e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com
Website:- www.svpa.com

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...

OR

NON- DIRECTIONAL
PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED
SIMPLY

...NOTHING

AND

INEXPENSIVELY
WITH THE

FERROLINEAR
RF CHOKE

Place your ad here and reach

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

key broadcast professionals

NOTT LTD
PHONE 505-327-5646
FAX 505-325-1142
EMAIL ron@nottltd.com

P.O Box 8026, Greenville, NC 27835 USA

35 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING SERVICES

!()

affle

up to 1200w

---.... ...

up to 330w

For further information check our web
site or call 408 448 3342
l'TEK 1814 Schooldale drive, San Jose,
CA 95124 FAX 408 549 9991
E-mail sales(w,ptekpower.com

JuliNORNIMI•
Híflitir OU

At/NOME/4R nab

with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone Fe well o
703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.

January 2, 2002
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STUDIO SESSIONS

Kima
Continued from page 37

frequency, so Iwanted to check that out.
The sending unit has a 1/8-inch female
plug for accepting audio. It does not use a
USB or SCSI port to accept digital audio
directly from acomputer. It relies instead
on asound card for conversion to analog.
Another 1/8-inch female jack is added for
audio throughput. To insert the Kima
between the sound card and the external
speakers found on home computer systems
is simple.
When Ichecked the parts list, Isaw a
DC power supply was to be included. I
could not find it at first, but the power
wall- warts and 1/8- inch male- to- male
stereo cable turned up underneath the
Styrofoam packaging. The unit can also be
run on four AAA batteries.
Ihooked the base unit to the output of
the sound card on my computer and
hooked the receive end to my amplifier
using the RCA outs. It worked fine for the
15 feet between those two points. MP3encoded music on my system sounded better than the speakers on my computer.
The base unit has afive-segment LED
and an attenuator that does not affect the
signal going through the unit to the external computer speakers, along with apower
button, power LED and low-battery LED.
A switch on the back labeled A though D
changes the frequencies. Information about
which frequencies went with each letter
was not available anywhere.
The receive unit also has afive-segment
LED, apower button (without an LED to
indicate power), low-battery LED, along
with abutton marked Scan and a stereo
LED. It was obvious when the receive unit
was scanning the right set of frequencies,
as the stereo signal LED would light up
after afew seconds.
As Icould hook the transmitter up to
anything with a 1/8- inch out, Itried a
portable CD player. It is easier to move a
portable 1,000 feet than adesktop computer and linear digital audio sounds better
than compressed MP3 audio.

The specs on the box claim a50 Hz to
15 kHz frequency response with a55 dB
signal-to-noise ratio, less than 2 percent
audio distortion and at least 25 dB separation. To my ears, the performance sounded
as good as an analog FM signal.
Inoticed when Iswitched my Onkyo
tuner/amplifier between the RCA inputs
and the tuner the retransmitted signal had a
mid-frequency boost that Idid not like. The
RCA output sounded much closer to the
original signal than the retransmitted one.
The receive/retransmit unit can be
switched between 88.1 and 88.3 FM.
Where Ilive, Icannot pick up any signal at
88.1, but 88.3 is jazz powerhouse
WBGO(FM) in New York.
Strong signal
Rebroadcasting at 88.1 bled over to 88.3
and Icould not pick up WBGO. At 88.3,
my tuner had problems as it tried to find
both the Kima and radio station, although
the Kima signal was abit stronger.
Just for kicks, Iunhooked the antenna to
my tuner and the retransmitted signal was
strong enough to be picked up, but the
radio station was not. Retransmitting at
88.1, the signal was heard when Ituned up
to 88.3. When broadcasting at 88.3, however, Icould not hear anything on 88.1.
With the antenna hooked up again, I
walked around my room to see how far I
could go without the signal fading. Five
feet away, the signal would sometimes
fade, but at other times it was fine up to 20
feet away. The stereo indicator on my
receiver would stay lit until the signal
between the units had problems.
Those who are afraid the retransmitted
signal will interfere with standard broadcasting stations can simply turn the Kima
off when it is not used. The retransmitted
signal could only go five to 10 feet and
certainly could not interfere with aradio in
the next room.
Next, Iput the transmitter in aroom
down aflight of stairs about 100 feet away.
This is equivalent to putting the transmitter
in a living room and the receiver in an
upstairs bedroom down ahall.
The signal was not very strong. Because
the antenna is permanently mounted to the

Products & Services

top, Iheld the receiver unit sideways to get
aclear signal.
Then, Imoved the transmitter down a
second flight of stairs to aroom about 250
feet away and could not pick up any signal
through all the walls.
As afinal test, Ileft the transmitter in a
third floor room and carried the receiver to
my car parked about 300 feet away. Idid
not receive any signal at my car.
Imoved the transmitter to the front
porch. With the receiver unit sitting on my
trunk next to the car antenna, Icarefully
drove my car down the driveway. Imade it
about 300 feet when the signal died.
Ifound it interesting that the signal
remained strong until it died altogether, as
if agate circuit had cut the audio once the
signal fell below acertain level. Unlike
conventional FM, there was no gradual
loss or erratic intermittent signals one
might expect when moving out of range.
Ido not believe the signal can go 1,000
feet — maybe in aflat desert with few
objects, true line-of-sight or other radio
signals to interfere. Irecommend using the
Kima across a room or between two
adjoining rooms.
PRODUCT GUIDE

O.C. White
Squeak- Free
Mic Stand
The 51900 Deluxe Series Ultraflex
Mic ArmT and Riser from the O.C.
White Co. combines the company's
spring counter-weighted 14194 Mic
ArmT with a 12-inch riser to provide
height, reach and flexibility.
The mic arm is silent and squeak-free,
using elastic Music wire springs. Steel
springs often crackle, twang or squeak
when moved; the Ultraflex Mic ArmT is
silent and designed for broadcast applications. Price: $ 149.
For more information from O.C.
White,
call
the
company
in
Massachusetts at (413)289-1751 or visit
www.ocwhite.com.

)wre/

Ple
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Product Capsule: 1111
Akoo.com
Wireless Audio System

4.

Thumbs Up
Easy to insert between
sound card and speaker
Signal attenuator and
IEU display
• Generally, a fun device

Thumbs Down
Cannot go 1,000 feet
under normal' conditions
Antenna on receiver unit
cannot be moved
.f Limited to rebroadcasting
on 88.1 and 88.3 MHz.
For more information contact the corn
in Illinois at ( 708) 583-9600 or visit
www.akoo.corn.

With alist price of $99.95, the Kima is
more expensive than a long cable to get
audio across aroom, but is considerably
more fun.

e

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

COMPLETE

Want to Sell

LIMITERS/

PRODUCTION

MISCELLANEOUS

FACILITIES

AUDIO PROCESSING

Want to Sell

nlesusticsPirsr
fflre.88114811-21111
.

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS

Want to Sell
Akai DR4 digital editor, $ 100. Mike
Jones, Lifeword Bdct Ministries, 535
Enterprise Ave, Conway AR 72032.
501-329-6891.

Want to Buy
RCA, Altec tube amplifiers &
mixers in any condition, working or
not. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.

GUNION'S
TOWER
PAINTING
ANY LOCATION!
320-764-2572
Comark 3-1/8" EIA 4port motorized
coaxial switch, with rack mount
control panel, $ 1200. Louis Mueller,
Broadcast
Services,
316-E
Highland St, Altamonte Springs FL
37701. 407-830-6398.
AM

Ground Systems

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
ERI 5 bay on 102.3 FM, $ 1250.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-686-0975.

Exabyte 8505XL 8mm backup,
$1000. Mike Jones, Lifeword Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
Panasonic SV-3700 DAT, $450.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
Sony DTC1000 DAT w/Radio
Systems conversion, $250. Mike
Jones, Lifeword Bdct Ministries, 535
Enterprise Ave, Conway AR 72032.
501-329-6891.
Tascam PortaTwo cassette 4-track
recorder, $50. Mike Jones, Lifeword
Bdct Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
BSI WaveStation, Cool Edit system.
Duel computers, network hub, Antex
cards. Complete satellite switcher,
hard drive music & Live Assist
included. Two years old & fully
working. Logs included & there is a
service support available, $3900
+shpg. WAMF, 434-392-8114.
Buying or
Selling Used
Equipment?
You're in the right place!

$95!

Circular Polarization
fmbroadcasters.com
Scala FM-V. Brand new, never
used. Single bay vertically polarized
FM antenna for 93-103 MHz,
handles 200W, $250. Joe Vilkie,
WVCC, 209 S Franklin St,
Cochranton PA 16314. 814-4257451.

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-

Radio Wedd.

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALSSCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Rode"

ROcJi

Wedd.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Arrays SC2100 12 pot slider. Well
cared for. Separate power supply
rack mount with new power supply
module. Factory checked output
board. Works great. Built in audition
monitor amp or line out to your own
amp. Telephone mix built in & dual
buss. Screw terminal inputs easy to
install. Great production console or
small station's main board. Rick,
WAMF, 434-392-8114.
Gates stereo statesman (2), 5
rotary pots, $500 ea or 2for $850.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-6864375.
McCurdy ss7400 12 channel p&g
slide fadders (2) from clasifical
station, $2500 each. Brian Larson,
WNGN, 65 Kings Rd, Buskirk NY
12028. 518-686-0975.
Autogram IC- 10, 10 channel
stereo, very good condition, $1000.
Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley
Circle, St Marys KS 66536. 785437-6549.
Harris Executive 10 channel
stereo, $750. Tom Toenjes, KJTY,
6120 Riley Circle, St Marys KS
66536. 785-437-6549.

Exchange

AudioVault studio automation system
version AV6. Includes 2 studio
workstations, 1produdion workstation,
27 gig server, 2net delays, $25,000. Jeff
Allen, H&Ft/Green River Bdotg, 1531 Jill
Way Ste 5, Bullhead City AZ 86426. 928763-5586.
CART MACHINES

ITC SP, WP, RP, etc. Several
machines, in various conditions,
cheap. Also have some spare
cards, call for details, cheap! Joe
Vilkie, WVCC, 209 S Franklin St,
Cochranton PA 16314. 814-4257451.
ITC cart recorder model PDII,
$100; Aiwa cassette deck model
AD6900-MKII, $250. J Price, 214321-6576.
CD PLAYERS

Want to Sell
ROTRON BLOWERS AND RATE BLOOCERS,

AM processing package. Replace
that old 222 or Orban today!
Package includes Inovonics 235,
plus AGC & aural exciter, $ 1850
+shpg. WAMF, 434-392-8114.
UREI 530 EQ, $1000. Brian Larson,
WNGN, 65 Kings Rd, Buskirk NY
12028. 518-686-0975.
Aphex aural exciter Type C, $ 150.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
BBE 802 processor, $ 100. Mike
Jones, Lifeword Bdct Ministries, 535
Enterprise Ave, Conway AR 72032.
501-329-6891.
Drawmer DS201 dual gate, $400.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.

J.L. Cooper CS-10/2 controller,
$200. Mike Jones, Lifeword Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
Mackie CR1604 w/expansion,
$100. Mike Jones, Lifeword Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
PR&E BMX-III 22 console, 5mix &
16 stereo line input modules, plus
loaded with many other modules &
options. Excellent condition, must
sell. Photos available, call Dave tollfree at 1-888-804-3345 or email
wq9s@msn.com.
Shure M68 microphone mixer, $50.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
Shure M68FC microphone mixer,
$80. Mike Jones, Lifeword Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6831.

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

Sony CDK-3600, 360 CD capacity
dual deck, add to existing system or
keep as spare, never placed into
service, four left, $ 1995. Gary
Wachter, KKDA, 621 NW 6th St,
Grand Prairie TX 75059.

Western Electric 25A. Paying up to
$7500 for this console & always
buying WE mics, transformers,
parts, tubes, catalogs & turntabIes.
Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85, New
Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

new 8, rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Set of new Ampex 8trk 1" heads, $750
new Ampex 16 Irk 2" heads MM1100
$350 ea; MCI electronics stereo set
$150; Otari auto locator CB111, $195;
UTC transformers "ouncers" variety of
P/S ByeaR/BV35508, $25; MCI Power
supply, $193; titirvisters assorted, $25. J
Price, 214-1-6576.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.

Shure M63 equalizer, $50. Mike
Jones, Lifeword Bdct Ministries, 535
Enterprise Ave, Conway AR 72032.
501-329-6891.

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031
FM 786-513-0812
E-mail: info®baycountry.corri
Member of BBB

UREUJBL 5547A equalizers, $300.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.

19 new motors by Oriental motor,
Japan S-301, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800
rpm, $30/all. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, RI 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

Yamaha 02031 equalizers (2), $75
ea. Mike Jones, Lifeword Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

MICROPHONES

Broadcast Equipment

Want to Sell

LPFM ANTENNAS

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

Want to Sell
Crown stereo power amp, excel
cond, $ 195; Altec AM- FM receiver
model 725A, $ 150. J Price, 214321-6576.

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

Want to Sell
Altec mics 5836, $295; Ampex mic
pre-amp solid state, $40. J Price,
214-321-6576.

Want to Sell
Ampex 350's r-rwith Ruslangs, $500.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-686-0975.
Scully 280B r- rwith Ruslang rollarounds, $500 ea. Brian Larson,
WNGN, 65 Kings Rd, Buskirk NY
12028. 518-686-0975.
Tascam 22-2. works but should
have new heads, otherwise runs
well, BO. Joe Vilkie, WVCC, 209 S
Franklin St, Cochranton PA 16314.
814-425-7451.
Tascam DA-30MKII in excellent
condition with low hours, $800. Jay
Swafford, 173 Foxrun, Springfield
TN 37172. 615-384-4121.
Teac X-2000M, 1/2 track, 15 ips,
10" reels, low hours. 7Ampex 406
pancakes included, $700/60. Ken
Boone, Family Programs, POB 444,
Paradise CA 95969. 530-877-7167.

710îfemiai

Authorized Service: Sony. Panasonic, Tascam
Repairs for Denon
Sales: Sony, Toscana, Nagra
Specialists in DAT. DTRS, CD, Retaeitm. 11\ (' pro & Dvcam
12859 S. Harlem Ave., Palos Heights, IL 60463
800-809-3309; 708-448-7539; Fax 708-448-7678
pidwestdigital@compuserve,com
midwestdigitalservices.com
Tascam patchbays (
2), new, PB32-4 & 32P 1/4 to 1/4 & 1/4 to RCA,
$120/pair. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, At 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
RF CONTACTORS
MICA CAPACITORS

Sony C-55p microphones w/AC-148A
power supply, $ 100. Mike Jones,
Lifeword Bdct Ministries, 535 Enterprise
Ave, Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.

GELECO

Want to Buy

RECORDERS

Midwest Digital Services Inc.
Professional Audio/Video Service

PreSonus ACP22 stereo compressor
limiter, new, $225. JPrice, 214-3216576.

Sony ECM22P microphones (3),
$50 ea. Mike Jones, Lifeword Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.

JBL 4411 studio monitors, $300.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.

(EN CANADA ONIA')

USED AM XMTRS
FROM

416-421-5631
FAX: 416-421-3880
Want to Buy

MCI RTZ processor board model
2500-0611; MCI analog torque board
model PC2600D0001G; MCI control
logic board model PC2500C0027C;
MCI transport card & damper roller. J
Price, 214-321-6576.

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantrngmt@yahoo.com.

RCA on-air lights in any condition,
working or not, will pay best prices for
them. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell

RCA 77DX/44BX. Will pay $ 1000
for these mics. Call anytime. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned
& calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402493-1886.

MONITORS

Ampex 351 transports decks,
$100; Ampex 440 stereo, excel
cond in console, $495; MCI JH110B
stereo in console, excel cond, $495;
Ampex 351-2 stereo tube r- r
recorder in carrying cases, Ampex
MX10 mixer 4x2 with meter bridge
in carrying case, recorder & mixer,
$2000; Ampex 351 tube mono r-r,
$595; Ampex 354-2 stereo tube r- r,
excel cond, $595; Sony 8 trk 1"
w/remote A/L111, excel cond,
$3500; Sony 4trk 1/2", $ 1000; Sony
stereo-studio &
broadcast
recorders, various prices; 10 MCI
recorders, will sacrifice if someone
takes all. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Tascam 122MKII cassette R/P
workhorse, good condition, $350.
Jay Swafford,
Jay
Swafford
Voiceovers, 173 Foxrun, Springfield
TN 37172. 615-384-4121.
Tascam DA-30MKII, excellent
condition, low hours, $800. Jay
Swafford, Jay Swafford Voiceovers,
173 Foxrun, Springfield TN 37172.
615-384-4121.
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REMOTE &

TAPES/CARTS/

MICROWAVE

REELS/CD:s

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

McMartin BF-5K, 5KW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned on
your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Enterprises Inc, 402-493-1886.

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com
vioseley PCL 606 STL system,
xrntr & receiver tuned to 949.5,
nono system, will retune to your
frequency for additional $200,
$2000. Louis Mueller, Broadcast
Services, 316-E Highland St,
Altamonte Springs FL 37701. 407830-6398.

IZU

3/4" video tape, 30 min. Quantegy.
never used. $ 10 ea. Mike Jones,
Lifeword Bdct Ministries, 535
Enterprise Ave. Conway AR 72032.
501-329-6891
3/4" video tape, 60 min. ( 5) Ampex,
(2) 3M, never used, $ 15 ea. Mike
Jones, Lifeword Bdct Ministries. 535
Enterprise Ave, Conway AR 72032.
501-329-6891.
Ampex 456 2" grandmaster tape,
used one each, 54 reels, $ 10/reel.
Mike
Jones,
Lifeword
Bdct
Ministries, 535 Enterprise Ave,
Conway AR 72032. 501-329-6891.

RENT FOR LESS

Hotlines
Zephyrs
Nexus
Audio

RI ExtterS
STUs
FM Pm MapS
Test EON,

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

If we don't
It, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Wegner Unity 4000, never opened,
S2200. Brian Larson, WNGN. 65
Kings Rd, Bu>kirk NY 12028. 518686-0975.

STATIONS
Want to Buy
Small AM Of FM in Ohio, Kentucky or
Indiana. Dark or on the air. Dan, 513-9319802 or email dangett@yahoo.com.

Ampex
300E
vacuum
tube
voltmeter, $30; Beta Scope non
destructive thickness guage, $30;
(4) HP 400D vacuum tube
voltmeters, $40/all; (4) NRI 12
vacuum tube voltmeter, $25; HP
400L vacuum tube voltmeter, $20;
Sierra Electronics scope in metal
box, $20; Standard electrical
products Type LR-5 Adjust-A-Volt
variable transformer, cable cut, $20;
Supreme 574 electronic set tester in
case w/manual, $40; Motorola TA42 input & output terminals, T&R 225 amp fuses, 1-15 amp fuse, $30.
Will Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley,
RI 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952. 573-998-2681.
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TRANSMITTERS

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STL S FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continenta
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
Hards-Gates BC-101-1 10KW AM
transmitter.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcommtifiastInet.

McPherson
Radio Corporation

TRANSCOM CORP., ,,,..
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
MW1A

300W

FM

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1981

Harris FM 1K Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1968

2.4KW

FM

1995

Harris FM 1H
MW1OB
0E1 Quantum Solid State upgradeable to 6 KW

2.5KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

2.5KW

FM

1976 Collins 8310 Single Phase

EVANS
A

5

5

OC

I

t

Communicafions

MFIC has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul ut
0E1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.
Bob Brown
Voice/Fax: 856-232-1625
Email: rjbeme@aol.com.

RCA
BTF-20-E1.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
contcomm@fiastl.net.
RCA BTF-5-E1 5KW FM transmitter,
single
phase.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497. Email:
contcornm©fiastfnet

FM

1985

BE FM 5A

FM

1994

Henry 60000 Single Phase

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FrAlOWK

15KW

FM

1980

McMartin BF15,000

20KW

FM

1974

Harris FM2OH/K

25KW

FM

1978

Collins 8.31E2C

25KW

FM

1980

CSI T- 25-F

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

30KW

FM

1988

BE FM 30A

50KW

FM

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher

210 S. Main St, Thiensville, WI 53992. (262)
httpihrevw.evansassoc corn

T. Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants
www.sawyer.com
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•FCC Apphcateon, & hchitx,
•Expenmental Mahon/am»
•AM Dimhonal Antennas
•High Power Antenna Amy.
• Eminency Sloth,
•Cla, Upgrades
•STL Apphcations
•Station Impections

Facilities Design

and consulting experience
912-638-8028

202-393-5133

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
&. ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

www.grahambrock.com

Radiotechniques
402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367

Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
856-548-8008 -Fax 856-546-1841

FIELD MORK A SPECIALITY

E-mail: ted@radiotechniques corn

•INA Direct,„' • . • • i:
anterna afeintent. & other ineieziremeril .
inee.,urernerit 8. proof • Facility insp ,iilioriç 1/,
.RoatAi . iire
Punta ,,*
PutPct
tiAlaril . • • • , SA' • •

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSMA measurements
Fax 304-258-7927

www.dataworld.co.tn
800-368-5754

Full Service Flom Allocation to

Over 39 years engineering

\,.

4see
en>
ilstswople
•, •

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Field WorIcAntenna and

Tr 1-301-913-9287

304-258-7921 •

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
Operation AISDFIN/TV/AUX Sic viscs:

...
FAX: (301)913-5799
5272 Riser Rd. 11460. Bethesda, MD 20816}

R,51
& All

Member AFCCE

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter & Studio Design
Edward A. Schober, PE
Member AFCCE

Market Analysis

Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages
¡tilo a tl ataw orld. com
fax: 301-656-5341

Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. ( new)
Belar SCM-1. SCA Monitor
Moseley 7RC-15 Remote w/ Hallikainen
Moseley TRC-15-A Remove Control System
Delta 4Port SW 1Stti mot. *6730E
SCA Generator ( Mx- 15 Module)
All Line Amplifier
Optimad 8100A ( cards 3thru 9)
jurm y
D
yLLoar1 .2
55
KK
WWw:it
r
ec
ro7oed
i'd

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcorn@fmarritv.com
EIL

Crown Broadcast FM3OR translator in
exœllent condition, $1900 +shpg. Chris
Adams, Airwaves Comm, 68 Ranci Dr,
Jackson TN 38305. 731-421-8446 or
email: cadams@aeneas.net
Energy-Onix SST-150. Brand new,
never used, frequency agile 150W
excitertransmrtter. Great as backup or for
low power FM, with manual, $2950. Joe
Vike, WVCC. 209 S Franklin St,
Cochranton PA 16314. 814-425-7451.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

•AM-FM-CATV-1TFS-LPTV

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

•EMC Test Lab-FCC and EuropeanëEC)

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.

,

242-6000. FAX 12621 242-6045

Miscellaneous Equipment:

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

EXPERTS IN:
[

EXCITERS

5 KW

•FCC Applic anon% .ind Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning

•

Haros
Harris MW1A
Harris " Gatee 5Sond State
Harris MW5A
Harris
Continental 317C-1

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Engineers

feria' A

1981
1982
1996/8
1980
1986
1978

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Specializing in pre- owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency, 6 month warranty included!

Upgraee & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

TV • DTV Transition • fM • ,

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

Continental 80213
Harris MO- 15
BE FX 50, FX 30

6 KW

CONSULTANTS
Consulting

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
10KW
50KW

E-mail: intottlowleng.com

1-800-797-1338

Fax (763) 7•Ye4631

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759
e-mail: link@surcom.com web: www.surcom.com

8899 Hastings SI NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115 *mew... ,sitcf•

Doug Vernier
Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANYFM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Ne

c•ft

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v.soft.com

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFS/OFS)
•Environmental Radiation Analysis
Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengreaol.com

SISIIIIII ems CammIcatiorts
Broadcast Caosauctoes& Con.,,
I III

Iboston. Texas

888-625-5649
). AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
lir• Complete Tower Service
30.• Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

FASTER__

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real lime 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

9049 Shady Grove

Communications Technologies. Inc.
Engineering Consultants
AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

Broadcast

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: (856) 985-0077
Fax: (856) 985-8124
Internet: commtechecom
Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

Visit us on the the web at www.radeosoftcom
'109 West Knapp Ave • Edgewater • FL • i
3861426-2521

Paradigm Associates, Inc
John Fun, President
Free Site Screenings for
Coordination and Protection of
AM Radio Stations.
FCC Applications- Field work
Tower Detuning
Upgrades & Relocations
TV>LPTV>AM>FM
210-828-4555
Mention ad
www.Pdigm-inc.com

hang tough---- stay healthy
----above all---- tell it
like it is---RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE - KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
BEAUTIFUL TOP QUALITY
GENUINE WOODSHOP
MODULAR SYSTEMS!
From $2345 to 5900!
WHY PAY ANY MORE?

SPACEWISE
800-775-3660

spacewise.com

BEE
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POWER TUBE S

TEL:800-532-6626

REBUILT

NM + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

vivnv.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

EMPLOYMENT

Gates BC-G1 1kW AM, $2500/bo;
EQI 500W SS FM on 97.5, $4500.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-686-0975.

POSITIONS WANTED

CSI T-20-F 20 kW FM with exciter,
$7500. Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120
Riley Circle, St Marys KS 66536.
785-437-6549.
Harris BC5HB 5 kW AM in very
good condition on 1410. Can put on
your frequency, $4500.
Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Circle, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-437-6549.
Gates BC1G AM on 620AM, new
tubes,
BO.
Dwight
Morgan,
Maranatha
Bdctg,
1360
E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Jet CO 81501.
970-254-2115.
Harris/Gates BC- 10H AM, works,
10/2KW, BO. Dwight Morgan,
Maranatha
Bdctg,
1360
E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Jet CO 81501.
970-254-2115.
McMartin BF 3.5M with heavy duty
filament voltage regulator with
spare tubes. Currently on air in
excellent condition, $ 5000. Dan
Kayser, WXML, POB 158, Upper
Sandusky OH 43351. 419-2942900.

VIRGINIA
STATIONS
I'm
experienced
in
station
management, studio installation &
equipment maintenance. Listeners
enjoy my voice onair. Ready to be
your AM or FM station's GM,
Program Director or Production guy.
Comfortable with Cool Edit and
BSI's WaveStation. Can be your
backup on site engineer or audio
maintenance person. Contact me
at: POB 7152, Charlottesville VA
22906.

American Broadcasting School
graduate ready for anything. Will
relocate. Strong voice with a great
attitude. Josh, 405-570-0901 or
405-790-0030.

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS !
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME !

winv. RW Online.com
Call Simone Fewell for all the details at

between 9-5 EST

TUBES

Boost your ratings by hiring a
broadcaster whose charm can entertain
the world. Experience in production,
copywriting & onair announcing.
Anthony Bittner, 940-648-1005.
DOE
position
wanted
(employee/contract), 30+ years RF
experience,
AM
directional
construction/maintenance
my
specialty. Excellent management
and people skills, bilingual. Florida
area desired.
Engineer,
Box
7404782, Dallas TX 75374. Email:
philo Farnsworth@yahoo.com.

22
year
old
broadcasting
graduate that loves delivering the
news. Look out Peter Jennings!
Move over Paul Harvey! This is
Mark Logan with the latest. Call
405-624-6277.
Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
comm.-lst Class w/radar/amateur
extra radio licensed, CE, asst CE,
seeking FT, PT, contract work,
AM/Fm, cable, TV, within 75 mile
radius of metro NYC area. 718-9695224 or write: Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ave # 702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email:
mitchellrakoff @ yahoo.com.

Experienced Operations Manager
wants a solid position. Two years
experience with WaveStation. Ican
keep your network running & keep
the Automation on the air. I'm DOS,
NT, WaveStation & Windows
literate. Iproduced alocal morning
show for eight months. Can your
station use my talents? Contact:
producer paul@yahoo.com.

Rookie radio broadcaster with a
good attitude looking for a fun
environment to work in. Would like
to stay in the Oklahoma area. Mike,
918-627-8280.
Funny, outgoing, computer smart,
willing
to travel,
commercial
production expert who is looking to
work for you, Befo 405-672-4133.
Recent broadcasting school
graduate seeking a radio position
in news, announcing or board ops.
Warrior, 918-225-3171.
Willing to travel, upbeat attitude,
smiling personality & creative mind.
Could you ask for more? Samantha,
working hard to get the job done
right. 405-672-6511.

To advertise, call
703-998-7600
ext. 154

Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821
EIMAC, AMPEREX, ED-COM,
3CX2500F3,
3CX3000A7,
4CX250B, 4CX300A, 4CX1000A,
4CX1500B, 4CX5000A, 4-400C,
811, 833C, ETC. WESTGATE 800213-4563.

11,

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Falls Church, VA

22041

HERE

FAX: 703-671-7409

C Electronics Co.

NEW TUBES

.
619

for all your needs, at the
lowest prIces, direct from

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2002

7

We have the alternatives

Svc*lana

1

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$100

95

90

85

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$85

75

65

55

Distributor Directory

$125

120

115

110

Professional Card

$95

90

85

80

Station/Studio Services

$185

157

133

113

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

OUR STOCK!!!

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK" ,
EEV and many others.
[352] 688-2374
PH: [ BOO] 881- 2374
FAX: [ 352) 683- 9595
/fie SE HABLA ESPAN3L
WE EXPORT
VISA

MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

TUBES, Eimac. Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
www.hard-to-find.net
ams @ hard-to-find.net

Without advertising,
a terrible thing
happens...

...and so are the
potential buyers
for your
products and services

AIL
..414
O

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
in the next issue. Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

For more information. call
703-998-7600. ma. 154.

MASTERCARD and American Express.

BEE
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service tor radio stations only All other end users will be charged.This FREE service
dries not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by filling out
the form below Pease be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear. The listings run for two consecutrve issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run again Thank you
.. ...
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A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

10

360 Systems

www.360systems.com

29

AEQ

36

Aphex Systems

22

Armstrong Transmitters

40

ATI

Zip Code

48

Audioarts/Wheatstone

Telephone

47

Auditronics/Wheatstone

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display
advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

22

BALSYS

38

Belar

21

Bradley Broadcast

20

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

40

Broadcast Tools

24, 25

BSW

4

Burk Technology

34

CKE/HVCA

6

Comrex

www.comrex.com

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

40

Cortana

cortana@cyberport.com

40

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

22

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

1

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

35

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

40

Henry Engineering

33

lnovonics

40

JSquared Technical Service

19

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

39

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

14

Logitek

37

Lynx Studio Technology

17

Mackie

39

Mager Systems

23

MediaTouch

32

Moseley Associates

39

Nott Ltd.

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

39

PTEK

15

Radio Design Labs ( RDL)

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

41

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc •

www.ramsyscom.com

27

RF Training Company

www.rftrainingco.com

3

S.C.M.S.

28

Sierra Automated Systems

39

Silicon Valley Power

8

Sine Systems

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

31

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

2

Wheatstone

27

Woodline Furniture

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
7_1 Yes "J No
Signature

Date

Contact Name __
Title
Company/Station
Address
City/State

WTS ...1 WTB j Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model: --

Price
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified py listee.

Broadcast

Fax: 703-998-2966

Radio World®
THE NEWSPAPER FOR RADIO MANAGERS & ENGINEERS

NEW SUBSCRIBERS, SAVE OVER
30% O FF THE COVER PRICE!
Reader's Choice Sweepstakes

Where

26 Lucky Winners Will Win Valuable Prizes!
Look For Contest Details In This Issue.
Special Introductory Rates •

For New Subscribers Only

J IYear for $ 45.00

$115.00

V35

J 2Years for $ 80.00

J 3Years for

Payment Options:

J Check or money order payable to IMAS Publishing
J M/C

JVisa

J Am Ex

Card #

Exp

Signature

Date

Please Print
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

lip

E- Mail
Phone

www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.auditronics.com
www.balsys.com
www.belar.com
www.bradleybroadcast.com
www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.rectifiers.com

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214. Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Don't Miss the

www.aeqbroadcast.com

Fax

Your subscription begins upon receipt of payment.
IMAS Publishing appears on all financial transactions.

www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com
jsquared@cdsnet.net

www.logitekaudio.com
www.lynxstudio.com
www.mackie.com
www.magersystems.com
www.imediatouch.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.nottltd.com
www.omniaaudio.com
ptekpower.com
www.rdlnet.com

www.scmsinc.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com

www.wheatstone.com
www.woodlinefurniture.com
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Radio World

OPINION

•READE R 'S
IBOC DAB
Iread the commentary of Aaron Read
in the Nov. 21 issue (" IBOC DAB
Benefits Will Be Few"). Iimagine this
article will generate alot of replies.
Icompliment Radio World on its practice of publishing avariety of opinions on
subjects that affect the radio industry and
Aaron Read certainly is an opinionated
person.
Fortunately for your readers, his cute
and comical style of writing doesn't hide
the fact that he is taking avery authoritative stance on a technology of which he
obviously has little or no knowledge.
Charles Morgan
Chairman
National Radio Systems Committee
York, Penn.

Perfect Paul
Your Nov. 21 article "Perfect Paul' to
Be Dumped Next Year," about the
National Weather Service's computergenerated voice, brought out comments
that indicate exactly what is wrong with
the thinking of too many people in radio.

'
Listeners

don't

care if Porky Pig is
the announcer, as
long as the message
is accurate.'

Too much time is spent worrying
about "digital quality" and not enough
time is spent worrying about the content
of the broadcast message.
Believe me, when there is an impending tornado, listeners don't really care if
the voice that delivers the message
sounds "computer-like and too canned,"

FOR U M .

Roasting

We believe the radio industry is more
like afamily than acutthroat business. So
naturally when the family gets together
on occasion, the gatherings will involve
speeches, good-natured ribbing ... and
money.
That's exactly what the 16th Annual
Bayliss Foundation Radio Roast will
sport when it roasts Katz Media Group CEO Stu Olds on March
14. The party serves as more than an opportunity for launching
potshots at Olds. The foundation supports scholarships for future
radio workers. The roast is afund raiser, with tickets weighing in
at $425 to $525.

A Good

as one engineer suggests. At that point in
time. listeners want the message and they
want it now ... they don't care if Porky
Pig is the announcer, as long as the message is accurate.
Iam not suggesting that progress in
developing new broadcast technology
should stop, but Iam saying that "digital
quality" is not going to be the salvation
of radio. There are all kinds of sources
for CD-quality sound already, but there is
often only one source of immediate local
information, and that is radio.
Idoubt if satellite radio, compact
discs, MP3 players or Internet streaming
will ever be able to compete with radio
when it comes to delivering local information rapidly, so let's all develop that
strength.

Cause

Want to go but can't shell out that much? The foundation has
good news: It is sponsoring acontest with two pairs of VIP tickets as the prizes.
Enter by Jan. 31 at www. baylissfoundation.org/contest.html
for the drawing. Anyone in radio who is interested in helping the
cause can enter.
The foundation was established in memory of John Bayliss, a
25-year radio veteran in the management and sales areas who
achieved "record billings, top ratings and high profit margins."
The $5,000 scholarships are awarded annually to up to 20 college juniors, seniors and grad students with strong credentials
and afuture in radio.

Broadcasters must start thinking about
the message rather than the messenger if
radio is to survive.
Maynard Meyer
President/General Manager/CE
KLQP(FM)
Madison, Minn.

The lofty goals of the foundation and the great status of the
roastees have made the event an annual get-together that attracts
powerful radio vets. The honorees are selected by the foundation's board of directors who look for people who have made
great contributions to radio.
Previous roastees include talk-show host Larry King and FCC
Commissioner James Quello. Olds is being honored for his contributions to advertising as part of the Katz Media Group, which
represents more than 2,100 stations as advertising representatives.
So take achance at snaring the free tickets. Even if you don't
get them, go anyway — the intern who is fetching your coffee
might be the person who benefits!

Sept. 11 and radio
Radio World asked for comments
about how stations covered the events of
Sept. 11.
For most of the day it was awonderful
synergy. Here at KAYA(FM) in Sioux
City, Ind., my wife and Iwere doing our
morning show, when, at about 8:10 a.m.
Central time, a listener called to tell us
about New York.
After about five minutes, we realized
that we were not going to be able to cover this event properly, so we quickly
patched in our local NBC affiliate,
KTIV(FM), which we ran pretty much
nonstop for an hour or so.
Meanwhile our network, American
Family Radio, with its own news department, headed up by Fred Jackson, was
trying valiantly to keep up. We switched
back to them eventually, but the most
interesting part of the story is that even
they realized that they were out of their
league and they switched over to AP
audio for several hours pretty much solid.
Seems that there weren't any conservatives or liberals when our nation was
under attack and no jokes about TV vs.
radio.
Warren Wilson
Station Manager
KAYA(FM)
Sioux City, Ind.
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— RW
Iwant to mention an observation made
since the terror attack in September.
Articles in Radio World, newspapers,
magazines and so on tell how people
have turned to AM radio news operations
to find out what is going on. Some predicted ajump in listenership for many of
the AM stations due to this.
AM radio is really the first electronic
technology that people put in their
homes. Here it is, 80 years, several presidents, aWorld War, a major economic
depression, Korea, Vietnam, moon landings and what else have you and still, in
times of crisis, people turn first to the
oldest technology available.
With the changes in technology coming as fast as they are, Iam sure there
will never be another development that
will last as long and serve us as well as
AM, which is pretty much unchanged
since its inception, sort of like the Harley
engines with the same pushrods that were
used in 1920.

The first major change to AM will
probably be IBOC, but Ithink even with
IBOC we will still be modulating the carrier power for many years to come. Viva
La AM!
Ron Schacht
Chief Engineer
Citadel
Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
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RTS DIGITAL D-7 o

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip
sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets
it integrate with most popular automation systems and
station routers; it even
has WHEATSTONE's
JMtn CO
exclusive VDIPTM soft-.1.1.1.1.1+1.1.1.1.4.1ofrlednial-olilA

ware system.
Plug-in modules
let you have any combination of mic, analog
or digital line inputs,
and the 4 stereo busses give you plenty of
flexibility ( each has
WHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
both digital and analog
Dipswitch Software lets you configure D-70 input channels with a
outputs). With sample
laptop computer. Once configrate conversion on all
ured console runs stand-alone.
digital inputs plus selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz ( and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

tel 252-638-7000/www.wheatstone.com/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright

2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in
submodules for easy analog-to- digital field switches, the D-70 can be
configured onsite quickly and easily. On the functional side, fullscale
digital peak plus simultaneous VU
metering, LED illumination everywhere, built-in machine interface,
automatic timer and clock ( standalone or ESE slave) all come standard, along with separate source se!ection for control room and studio
plus built in talkback. You can even
order the D-70 console with a SUPERPHONE module to support two callers with automatic digitally generated mix- minus. Both digital and
analog line selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

